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Abstract

The compact transmission configurations such as the double-circuit and multi-phase
systems have emerged as a result of the search for compact and efficient systems with
minimal environmental hazards. Protective relaying techniques are therefore, required
to also evolve to provide adequate protection to such systems.

The latest well established numerical techniques have made protective relays very
flexible, adaptable and cost effective. They also offer increased fûnctionality in
various applications. This tbesis project proceeds to investigate the possible
enhancements to a numerical distance relaying algorithm for application on doublecircuit and six-phase transmission systems. Successful modifications and additions to
the single ended relaying technique are recommended. The recommendations are also

supported by the off-line simulation test results carried out on the EMTDC
Electromagnetic Transient Simulation Program.
Finally, a neural network trained to identiQ the faulted phases is integrated to the
distance algorithm in order to further improve the protection scheme on the doublecircuit transmission line coofiguration.
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CWTER 1
BACKGROUND AND INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background
Environmental concems and questions of cost have led to investigating the
possibilities of maximizing the power transmitted through any given right-of-way
thereby introducing the concept of compact transmission Iine configurations. New
developments of compact conductor configurations have been in general to minirnize
the tower dimensions, their visual impact, the transmission comdor and the

electromagnetic field at ground level, while transmitting the required amount of
power. A considerable arnount of studies has been carried out to find the optimal
conductor spacing [l] [2], and to investigate the design f ~ e ofs compact
transmission towers, insulators and other physical structures [3 - 91.
Three-phase double circuit lines of the same voltage are cornmonplace in
industrialized nations. Heightened concems over low frequency electromagnetic fields
have drawn interests to higher-phase order transmission systems. HVACMVDC

hybnd systems are another attractive option, mainly due to the numerous advantages

dc offers over ac in high voltage, long distance power transmission. Although most
three phase double circuit lines operate at the same voltage level, some utilities have
resorted to using different voltages on the parallel circuits erected on the same tower.

The benefit of the multi-phase transmission Line is rnainly due to the smaller phase
angle between adjacent phases. This effectively reduces the voltage between adjacent
conductors, making the conductor configurations, tower structures, and other
associated equipment considerably more compact. Multi-phase systems (where the
number of phases is a multiple of three) also offer complete compatibility with
standard 3-phase systems. The possibility of uppding 3-phase double circuit lines to
6-phase lines with minimal changes in the line structure and considerable increase in
the possible thermal loading and surge irnpedance loading [14], makes 6-phase
transmission a promising alternative for the fùture. Research on 6-phase transmission
has progressed fiom the stage of feasibility studies to construction, testing, and
analysis of prototype lines [IO

- 141. Therefore a considerable arnount of work in

designing temiinal equipment, line construction, insulation coordination, and
investigations on lightning performance has been reported. Effects of electric fields,
radio interference, and corona on rnulti-phase transmission systems have also proved
to be much better compared to 3-phase double circuit lines [12].

Lack of experience is no longer a drawback of HVDC transmission. Therefore utilities
are actively investigating the possibility of upgrading appropriate existing lines to
HVAC/HVDC hybrid transmission systems [18] [19]. Some shulies on interactions

between ac and dc systems report that hybrid effects are ody significant below a
critical distance between the two systems. This critical distance is observed to be a
function of both systems' voltages and geometrical configuration of the transmission

corridor [18]. No significant limitations to increasing the proximity between the ac and
dc lines have been observecl other than a tolerable increase in the corona losses.

1.2 Introduction
With much research and investigation, compact transmission line models have proven
to be a good solution to both economical and environmental concems of the modem

world. However, this concept brings in a new challenge to the transmission line
protection problem. The conventional, high voltage transmission line protection
schemes, such as
current differential,
distance,
phase and amplitude comparators,
do not have self-sufficient capability to protect multi-circuit or multi-phase
transmission lines under al1 possible contingencies. Therefore, in most reported multicircuit/phase protection applications, the approach bas been to use dissimilar schemes
that overcome each others' deficiencies [20].

Most three-phase single circuit protection SChemes fail during fault situations typical
to multitircuit Iines. The following are some such situations that have to be carefblly
looked into when designing a protection scheme for a multi-circuit/phase transmission
line.

Inter-eircuit faults: A fault situation that can occur on any type of compact
transmission configuration. (Even a six-phase circuit c m be considered to consist of
two three-phase circuits, which are of non-equai phase angles.) The optimal protection
scheme would be able to handle such situations with minimal reduction to power
transmission. It suggests that selective pole tripping be implemented for fault
clearance.

Inter-eircuit faults between different voltage Ieveb: A fault condition that can only
occur on parallel transmission lines with different voltage levels. Distance relay
techniques fail under such fault conditions [20].

Mutual coupling of zero sequence currents: The zero sequence mutual coupling
effects usually cause under or over reaching of distance relay elements, if not properly
compensated. Therefore, it is necessary that the protection algorithms be designed
with special consideration to accommodate the presence of zero sequence mutual
coupling between circuits.

Communication Channels:In the case when communication channels are associated
with the protection scheme, their security and dependability are of equal importance to
the protective equipment Compact transmission systems, must have the highest

possible secunty and dependability because 100% of the power transfer between the
two locations takes place on a single corridor. Consequences of a misoperation or a

syrnpathy trip can be serious.

1.3 Scope
It is apparent that there is ne& for stand alone primary protective relays for
application on compact transmission lines. Modem micro-processor based digital
relays have the capability and the computing resources to cater to various complex
network structures.
Driven by these factors, the objective of the study is to investigate the problems

associated with ushg conventional (designed for three-phase, single circuit
application) digital distance relay algorithms on selected compact configurations of
transmission lines, during short circuit faults and also, to improve their adaptability to
such systems. The transmission configurations under consideration are
the double circuit with the same voltage levels and
the six-phase transmission line types.

The Alpha Power Technology (APT) relay algorithms, designed and developed by
McLaren et al. [24- 261, are particularly chosen as the base relay for the study. The

APT relay is a digital distance relay that nuis on a DSP (digital signal processing)
board. The software algorithms utilize highly efficient data processing and computing

techniques for implementing the relay functions. As with any other numerical relay,
this too has the flexibility of modification and expansion. Thus, it is investigated for its
potential applicability to transmission circuits with greater complexity.
As a result of the investigations, modifications to the relay algorithms are tested and
recomrnended for irnproving their performance on the two compact transmission line

configurations mentioned above. The test results of a neural network, that can fùrther
improve the distance relay perfbrmance, are also presented. All the results reported are
based on off-line simulation studies and tests on the prototype relay.
Research is confineci to single-ended protection algorithms. The transmission lines
considered in the study are two terminal long lines with equivalent sources on b t h
ends. Off line analysis and testing of the power system performance are done on

P S C A D I ' M T D C ~the
~ , Electromagnetic Transient Simulation Program developed by
the Manitoba HVDC Research Centre [30].

1.4 Ovewiew of this Thesis
Chapter 2 reviews the distance relay algorithrns in practice. It emphasises the digital
signal processing techniques that are tested in the thesis and are used in the APT relay.
Other supporting relay algonthms associated with distance relays are discussed as
well.
Chapter 3 basically describes the exercise of establishing the accurate off-line models

of the digital distance relay components, and other interfacing elements that were used
in the study.
Chapter 4 describes the details of the double-circuit and six-phase, compact
transmission line models. Also, the data for their circuit elements are presented. The
end stations of both systems are named McColmont and Springdale for reference
purposes.

Having established the ground work, Chapters 5 and 6 examine the performance of the
relay on the double-circuit and six-phase line configurations respectively. The
modifications to the relay algorithms are also proposed in these chapters.
Initially, a transmission line of the Winnipeg Hydro transmission network was
modelled to investigate the digital distance relay performance on it. The transmission
line is a 69kK four-circuit line running on two sets of towers which are erected on the
same right of way. Chapter 7 of the thesis discusses modelling of the WUinipeg Hydro,
Pointe du Bois fou-circuit transmission line and the APT relay performance tests

carried out on it. However, due to the non-availability of system data to accurately
mode1 the entire Pointe du Bois system, and the modelling limitations of the twelve
conductor line, investigations were also carried out on the two hypothetical
transmission system models descnbed in Chapter 4.

in Chapter 8, the concept of using a n e m l network for enhancing the relay
performance is introduced. The nature of the problem, solved by artificial intelligence,
and some neural network designing details are discussed.

Chapter 9 analyses the performance of a neural network trained to operate on the
double-circuit line modelled in the study.
Finally, in Chapter 10, the contributions made through the investigations are
surnmarized with a concluding note.

CWTER 2
DISTANCE RELAY ALGORITHMS

Relay algorithms are methods of converting voltage and current samples of a power
system into measurements which can be used to make trip decisions for isolation of
faults. Due to the increasing availability of inexpensive, light weight, programmable,
and easily reproducible digital technology, micro-processor based relays are now

being widely accepted for power system applications. This chapter covers some of the
basics of digital distance relay techniques, with emphasis on those used in the Alpha

Power Technology (APT) relay.
The issues discussed are:

Basic operating cnteria of a digital distance relay
Data processing techniques
Supporthg elements to distance relays

2.1 Basic Operating Criteria of a Digital Distance Relay
Distance relays are commonly used for the protection of transmission l h e circuits.
The operation of these relays is mainly based on the impedance measured at the relay

point. The voltage to current ratio of the fùndamental fkquency components seen at
the relay point is an indicator of the system's normal or fault condition.

Figure 2.1 shows a typical transmission line with it's protective relays in a single line
fom. The three-phase cumnts and the t h m line-to-ground voltages an available at

each line terminal.

Most digital distance relays for thrre-phase single circuit systems, use six impedance
elements. Thm of these elements are phase impedance elements and the other lhree
are ground impedance elernents

n
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Figure 2.1: Single fine diagram of o iypical transmission line with if'sprotective
relays.

The impdances seen by the relays are [34]:
Phase Relays:

where,

'ab, b ~C. ,
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-

line voltages
line currents at the nlay point

Ground Relays:
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where,
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+

kI0

= phase voltages

10,b, c

= line currents

O'

= zero sequence current at the relay point.

The zero sequence current compensation factor is;

where,

Z,, = positive sequence irnpedance of the transmission line

Z, = zero sequence impedance of the transmission line.
Phase and ground impedances [given in equations 2.1 and 2.21 seen by the elements

are evaluated for various fault conditions, small disturbances and normal operations,
on simple three-phase, single circuit transmission lines 1341.
These evaluations have shown that the impedances during normal operations mainly
depend on the operating point of the system, and that they distinctly differ from those
when the system is faulted. The values of the measured impedances during a system
fault depend on the line, source, and fault impedances. They also depend on the

distance to the fault fiom the relay point. Therefore, the change of the impedances
from the no fault zone to the fault zone is used to detect the system faults [34 - 351.
2.1.1 Trip Characteristics

Trip characteristics are the boundaries on the resistance-reactance (R-X)impedance
plane, which define the zone within which the impedances seen at the relay point lie
for al1 possible fault conditions on the protected transmission line. These
characteristics are chosen not to include impedances resulting fiom faults on
associateci circuits or abnomal opetating conditions.
All impedances which fa11 within the trip characteristics, will be detected by the relay.

This results in the opening of relevant circuit equipment to isolate the fault.
In a practical relay, there is more than one protection zone.The first zone of protection

normally covers 80% of the line starting h m the relay location, and the second zone
normally protects the remote 20% of the line and 20% into the next line section. Some
relays also use a third protection zone which extends well beyond the protected line
section. However, the APT relay uses only two zones of protection. Figure 2.2 shows
typical zones of protection for a multi-sectioned line.

line section 2

line section 1

fine section 3
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Figure 2.2: Typical zones of protection for a multi sectioned line.
It is required to have high speed clearance for the faults in the frst zone and high

reliability against tripping for al1 faults outside the pmtected area.

Figure 2.3: 'ntho' and 'quadrilateral' charucteristics.

The 'mho characteristic' shown in Figure 2.3 is one of the commonly used
characteristics which satisfy the tripping criteria. It is a circular characteristic which

passes through the ocigin, with centre at 3/2. Zr is a pr-defined rcplica irnpdance
based on the extent of protection and the system parameters (341.
Figure 2.4 shows typical faulted phase impedance trajcctorks for single line to
ground faults at distances 70% and 1 0 % away from the rday point. The trajectory for
the fault at 70% distance falls in zone one, whilc the trajcctory for the fault at 100%

distance is in zone two.
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Figure 2.4: Typical gmund impedance trajectories of the faulted phase for single line
to ground faults ut 70% and 100% distances.
Considering the impedances seen at the nlay elements during fault conditions, the
ideal chsracteristics should provide a close match to the m a of the impedance plane
containing al1 probable fault impedances. With such studies [17] it has been found

that this area needs to be a quadrilateral as shown in Figure 2.3. The coordinates
depend on the extent of protection and the allowance for possible power swings, load
encroachment, ground fault impedances (due to arcs and tower footing) etc.
With present day microprocessor based relays, the realization of such complicated
characteristics has been greatly simplified.

2.2 Data Processing Techniques
Aimost al1 the distance relay techniques demand the extraction of fiindamentai
frequency components of currents and voltages at the measured point within less than
two cycles of fundamental fiequency, following a system fault. The voltages and
currents following a fault fail to be pure sinusoida1signals, due to a vanety of reasons.
The following are some major causes of waveform distortion:
The dc component, introduced because of the fault inception angle, decays
exponentially at a rate that depends on the line resistance and inductance (R and

L).
High fiequency signals associated with the reflection of the surge waveforms at the
fault and the bus bars.
The non-linear nature of the fault arc.

Figure 2.5 shows typical voltage and current waveforms during faults.

Figure 2.5: A typical fault voltage and current wavefonrr.
Selection of fast digital signal processing techniques, and their hardware and software
implementation strategies, have become crucial due to the demanded high speed of
operation of the relays. This sections covets the procdures and data extraction
techniques used in the Alpha Power Technology (APT) nlay 126).
The APT relay uses the well established discrete foiirier transfomi method for
determining the fundamental components of voltage and cumnt wavefoms. Figure

2.6 shows a block diagram of the sequence of data processing elements for th=-phase
voltage and cumnt wavefonns.

3î) voltage 39 current

Low Pass Filter
for anti-alising

Frequency Traciking
Element

1

High Pass Filter
for sub hmnmnic elimination

m
Fourier Transfonn

r-

ET-

findamental voltages & cumnts sequence voltages & cumnts

Figure 2.6: Sequence of data pmcessing elementsfor a simple 30 distance relay.
2.2.1 Sampling

Analog to digital conversion of a signal can be described in ternis of two separate operations.

They are uniforni sarnpling in time, and quantization in amplitude. In the sampling process. an

analog signal is sarnpled at unifonn tirne intervals of T,seconds. The sampks, x [ n ]
of the continuous time signal x [ t ] cm be rcpresentcd as
x [ n J = x[nT,]

.

2.4

The effect of the sampling process in the frcquency domain is to mate periodically
repeated versions of the signal spectnim at multiples of the sampling frrquency

f,

-

l/T,.

---

-

Band-width of the signal fB

fs-2fB-Nyquist frequency

spectrum of the signal
repeated version of the signal spectrurn

Figure 2.7 Original band limited s i g ~spectrum
l
and ifsperiodically repeated
versions as a result of sampling ut Nyguistjkquency.

Theoretically, the signal can be rcconstructd exactly, if the repeatcd versions of the
signal spectrum do not overtap. Thus the signal must be sampld at a rate greater than
twice its bandwidth. Figure 2.7 shows the tepetitions of the spectrum of the signal due
to sampling at twice the band-width (Nyquist fttquency) of the signal. Intetfixence

between the adjacent versions of the signal spectrum is known as aliasing and it
prevents accurate reconstruction of the signal [2 11.
The APT relay uses a sampling rate of 32 samples/cycle of the fundamental frequency.
This selection of sarnpling fiequency provides the required time for subsequent
computations between samples. It also enables fast extraction of reasonably accurate,
fundamental frequency information following a system fault. Frequency tracking
techniques are used to keep sampling synchronized with the system frequency [refer to
sections 2.2.2 and 3.2.2 for more details].
Thereafter, the signal samples are quantized in amplitude to a finite set of values. The
possible number of quantization levels is determined by the resolution of the Analogto- Digital (AID)converter. The A/D converter of the present APT relay bas a 11 bit

resolution, i.e. 2 l quantization levels, with another bit for the sign.
2.2.2 Frequency Tracking

This is an element required to monitor the fundamental frequency of the system. The
sampling rate is synchronized to the fiequency being tracked and therefore errors due
to fluctuations of system fiequency are eliminated. The technique used in the APT
relay is based on phase cornparison. The change in system frequency is detennined

using the measured phase difference of the positive sequence bus voltage, at samples
which are one cycle apart. The change in ftequency is added, to update the measured
system fiequency. The updated frequency is used to adjust the sampling instants of the
voltage and current wavefonns. At l e s t one cycle of system fiequency is allowed

between two consecutive updates of measwed frequency. This is the time required for
the input quantity of the frequency tracking element, the positive sequence voltage, to
stabilize following a change in system frequency.

23.3 Low Pass Fiîtering
The currents and voltages of the line are sensed through current transformers, voltage
transformers or capacitive voltage transfomea. These devices usually have lirnited
fiequency response, so that high fiequency noise may not actually appear at the relay
terminals. But on the other hanci, the secondary side of these hi&-to-low value
transducers may have resonance, or noise pick up, which ad& components of other
fkequencies to the output signals. Therefore there must be adequate filtering, to band
limit the signals made available at the relay terminals, to prevent aliasing. These 'antialiasing filters', usually are analog type with a cut-off frequency of less than half the
sarnpling fiequency, preceding the sarnpler.
Tbe characteristics of the low pass filter used in the APT relay are provided in section

3.2.3. It is a Butterworth filter with a cut-off fiequency of approximately 480 or 960
Hz, depending on the used sarnpling frequency (1 6 or 32 samples/cycle respectively).
2.2.4 High Pass Fütering

High pass filtering is required to filter any sub-hannonic fiequedes and the
exponential components that rnight be present in the waveforms. These filters can be
of analog or digital type. A second order digital filter is used in the APT relay [find
more details in section 3.2.41.

2.2.5 Fourier Algorithm

Fourier transform XV) of a time domain signal x ( i ) ,gives the strength with which
any frequency f is contained in the signal x ( t ) . In practice, the computation of the
fiequency spectrum on a digital computer can o d y be carried out using a finite set of
samples of the tirne domaui function. The fourier transfocm of such a sampled signal
x (n Ts),is given by :

Xd (j)
is a periodic repetition of XV) with a period of 1/ Ts.

Furthemore, the continuous function Xd

c m o d y be computed at discrete points

in the fiequency domain. This leads to the Discrete Fourier Transfonn

(DFT)given

by:

where N is the number of samples for the chosea period Ts,and k = 0.. . ( N / 2 ) .The

number of samples N, in the period T,, sbould be sufficient to compute the
information, for reproduction of the original signal with acceptable accuracy for the
given application.

The direct computation of the N-point DFT given in equation 2.6 requires

2

multiplications. However, the number of computationscan be dramaticaily reduced by
exploiting the symmetrical properties of the quantities in equation 2.6. Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT)1221 collectively refers to such computationally efficient algoritbms
that can be used to evaluate al1 the DFT's for al1 harmonies available.
Since the impedance calculations of the APT relay are based on the tiinâamental
components of current and voltage, the dgorithms only compute the DFT of the
fundamental for k =I. Thus, the instantanmus values of the voltage and current
waveforms are converted to their phasor form.
2.2.6 Sequence Filtering

Fundamental components extracted using FFT techniques, as discussed in section
2.2.5, are sequence filtered to derive the zero, positive and negative sequence
components Xo, X, , X, of the waveforms. Symrnetrical components of the three
phase quantities X, , Xb and X, are given by:

where X stands for either a voltage or a curent phasor.
This filter is used in the APT relay data processing algorithm in order to extract the
sequence voltages and currents that are used in the subsequent computations of ground

impedances ( equation 2.2) and directional impedance ( equation 2.8). The positive
sequence voltage is also used as an input in the frequency tracking element, discussed
in section 2.2.2.

2.3 Supporting Eiements to Distance Relay Algorithms
Over-current and directional elements are the basic supporfing elements used in the

APT relay.
2.3.1 Over-Current Element

This element is usually present to detert over-currents in the system due to various
abnomal conditions. Digital over-current relays may have either inverse time or
definite time characteristics. Nonnally there are two over-current elements. They are
the low-set and high-set over-current elements.
Low set oversurrent elements: are used as "starter" elements, which prevent relay

operation until current exceeds the set level. Thereby, they prevent mis-operation of
impedance relays due to small disturbances on the system.

High set over-current elements: are used to cause an imrnediate trip in the case of
excessive currents, independent of the detection by irnpedance elements, during closeup faults.

23.2 Mrectional Eiement
lmpedance relays have trouble distinguishing forward and reverse faults when the
fault is close to the measuring busbar. Both faults FIand F2in Figure 2.8 would rcsult

in a collapse of bus voltages at B. This causes the fault impedances to fall close to the
origin of the trip zone in impedance relay ekments of the relay R3,for both forward
and reverse faults. Such confusion is eliminatcd by integration of a directional element
which distinguishes the reverse and forward faults separately, thereby eliminating

false trips for reverse faults.
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Figure 2.8: Typical reachfor zones 1 and 2 on a multi-section transntission line.

There are various techniques used to identify the direction of faults. The positive
sequence directional element used by the APT relay and a few othet techniques are
discussed in brief.

Positive Sequence Directiond Element: This technique, which is implemented in
the APT digital relay, uses the incremental positive sequence impedance

measurement, given in equation 2.8, for distiaguishing the direction of a fault [26].

The incremental positive sequence voltage and current as seen at the relay location are
the changes A V I and AIl caused by the inception of a disturbance on the system.

The incremental quantities at any given time t are:
AVl = V , ( t ) - V l ( f - n T )
hl, = Il ( t ) -1, ( t - n T )

where T is the p e n d of the fundamental component.
It should be noted that Y, and Il quantities are phasors.
The APT relay uses n=5, thus a change over a five cycle interval is computed.
A special feature of the element is that it fieezes the pre-fault voltage and curent in

the event of a fault. A disturbance is detected by a zone trip of the irnpedance
elements. The zone that detects a fault is also called the recorder zone because it
triggers the recorder of the relay. This is a third zone that extends beyond the zone-two
of ground and line impedance elements both in the fonuard and reverse directions.
This is a precautionary measure to avoid infiltration of the fault data to the sample

window of prc-fault values. nius, the directional trip signal lasts for longer than Ove
cycles following a fault.
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Figure 2.9: Incremental impedance plane.

When a change occurs, the incremental signal becomes non-zero. In the event of a
forward fault, the incremental impedance computed becomes equal to the positive
sequence impedance of the local source. See Appendix A for details of the incremental
impedance computation for forward and reverse faults. The impedance however falls
in the third quadrant of the incremental impedance plane as shown in Figure 2.9,
affected by the direction of the m e a s u d cumnt, which is normally into the
hansmission line. For a reverse fault the ratio AV, to A l , results in a value equal to

the addition of the line and rcmote soum impedances. Thus, the impedances clearly

Lie in the third quadrant for fonvard faults and in the Arst quadrant for reverse faults.
not including the origin. Thetefore two very distinctîy differcnt regions arc markcd by
fornard and reverse faults on the imp#lance plane.
The incremental impedance computcd is then checked for k i n g inside a preset zone.
The dinctional trip zone falls around the positive sequence impedance of the local
source, as seen in Figure 2.10, with sufficient rcactive and nsistive clearance to
inctease the trip speed, as well as to account for other variations of the equivalent
source impedance itself.

Figure 2.10: A typical directional trip zone

When there is no disturbance the incnmental signals becorne very small and the
computed impeûance carries no meaning. Thmfote. the dinctional trip signal is AND
gated with any other impedance trip or pilot signal to operate the rclay.

The most commoniy used directional element is the polarized mho using niemory or
cross polarization. In static relays it is mostly implemented using phase or magnitude
comparators. Other techniques are also derived using the deviation signals of voltage

and current at the measuring busbar. The following are some such meth& that have
been proposed for application in numerical relays.

Arnpütude Comparator Based Algorithm for Directional Comparisoa
Protection: This method is based on extracthg the deviation signals of the voltage
and phase shified current at each temiinal of the transmission line [27]. However, it
only compares the amplitudes of the two signals for the directional decision. The
voltage and current deviation signals caused by the inception of a fault are:

where vp and i, are pre-fault voltage and current.

For a forward fault:
Av = -ZslAi

2.13

where Z,, is the positive sequence source impedance of the local source. If phase
shifling Ai by the angle of the source impedance Z,, results in Ai ( v ) , then Av and
Ai ( v ) have opposite signs for forward faults and same signs for reverse faults.

IAv + ~ i ( v ( )< I A V - ~( Yi ) 1 for fornard faults and
(AV + A i (v)

( > lAv- Ai ( v ) 1 for reverse faults.

l%us the quantity IAv + A i (v) 1 - l A v - ~ i (v) ( is used to determine the direction of
faults.
When this type of scheme is used, each phase of the system is equipped with an

amplitude comparator directional element. The cwent deviation signal is multiplieci
by a replica impedance to obtain the phase shifted deviation current signal.

General Phase Comparator Algorithm for Directional Cornparison (281: In this,
the direction is simply obtained by the sign ûf the scalar product of the two phasors

qand

q.
q = Dr.-z,
q = ;A?

-

A V,. and

mrbeing the incremental signals given in equations 2.9 and 2-10.

The incremental impedance is given by the following equations for fonvard and

reverse faults (Appendix A).

For a forward fault (refer to Appendix A),

Here Zlsis the impedance of the local source.
Similarly for a reverse fault,

where 2, is the impedance of the transmission line and 2, is the impedance of the
rernote source.
Therefore,
S, S, > O for forward faults and

SI S,- c O for reverse faults.
Suffix r in the equations can denote the lines ab, bc, or cn for a system with phase
sequence a-b-c.
Zero Sequence Current Polarized Directional Element. This identifies forward and
reverse faults separately, based on the zero sequence ground current of the system. The
algorithm is based on a measurement of the degree of polarization of the zero
sequence current with reference to an input quantity [27].

The quantity that measures the polarization is given by:

T = IIpOL( 13101

COS (LIPOL
- L310)

where IPOL
is the polarking quantity and Io is the zero sequence current.

Negative Sequence Voltage-Polarhed Directional Element: Here the forward and
reverse faults are identified based on the negative sequence impedance presented to
the relay element. Two upper and lower tbreshold levels are used to detemine the

positionhg of the negative sequence impedance and thereby the direction of the fault

1271. The negative sequence impedance computed is given by,

where

V2 is the negative sequence voltage,
I2 is the negative sequence current and
BL2 is the line negative sequence impedance angle.

This is very similar to the positive sequence incremental impedance technique.
However, here the quantity computed is the negative sequence incremental
impedance.

Zero Sequence Voltage Polarized Directional Element: Similar to the algorithm in
the above component, but uses the zero sequence impedance in place of the negative

sequence quantity [27]. The zero sequence impedance computed is given by,

=O

- Re [3 Vo
-

conjugate ( 1 LeLo- 310)]
131012

where

Vo is the zero sequence voltage,

Io is the zero sequence current and
O,,

is the line zero sequence impedance angle.

It should be noted that both the negative sequence polarized, and the zero sequence
voltage polarized directional elements do not function properly under balanced fault
conditions.

2.4 Organization of the Alpha Power Technology Relay
The organization of the Alpha Power Techology relay is shown in Figure 2.1 1. The

APT digital distance relay uses the various &ta processing elements described in
section 2.2 to extract the phasor components of the voltage and current waveforrns
supplied to the relay. The extraction of al1 the phasors is based on a moving window of
data samples preceding to the thne of measurement. These phasors are then used to
compute the sequence components as discussed in section 2.2.6.

The phase voltages, currents and their sequence components are subsequently used in
the impedance computations of the ground, line and directional elernents (given by
equations 2.2, 2.3 and 2.8 respectively). There are three ground impedance elements
for phases a, b and c respectively. The line impedance elements are between phases ab, b-c and c-a. There is only one directional impedance element, and it is operated

based on the incremental positive sequence impedance of the system. Each impeâance
is then checked for its positioning with respect to the corresponding trip zone (section
2.1.1).

Finally, the trip signals issued by al1 the ground, line and directional impedance
elements are combined using a single trip logic to issue the trip signal to the local
circuit breaker and the pilot signal to the remote relay. The logic expressions of the trip
signals issued to the poles a, 6, and c of the circuit breaker and the pilot signal can be
approximated to be as follows.

mpa = ( G a + Lob + Lcri). dir
tripb = ( G b + Lbc + La6) . dir
~?PC

= (Gc+ Lbc + L,,)

. dir

pilot-signal = hip, + tnpb+ trip,

2.22

trip,, hipb and mpc are the trip signals to the tbree poles of the local circuit breaker.

Ga, Gb,and G, denote the trip signals issued by the ground impedance elements. Lab9

Lbc, and L,, are the trip signals of the line impedance elements. The directional
impedance trip signal is denoted by dir.
As seen in the logic expressions, no trip signal is issued unless a directional trip is

present. However a directional trip is prevented fiom causing any trips by itself It
should be noted that other logic functions are incorporateci to implement appropriate
delays for zone two trips.

3+ voltage 3e current

1
Data Pmcessing

Gmund Impedance
Elementsfor phses
a,bandc

Line Impedance
Elementsfor phases
a-b,b-c and c-a

Directional
Impeiance
Element

Pilot signal
fiom
remote relay

TRIP LOGIC

Trip signals to the three p i e s
of the Circuit Breaker

Pilot signal to the
renrote relay

Figure 2.11: Organization of the Alpha Power Technology relay.

2.5 Summary
An overview of the distance protection techniques used in digital relays has been
presented. The protection algorithms, data processing techniques and the organization

of the APT relay algorithms have been described. The performance of this relay's
algorithms are tested on complex transmission configurations. The test results are
reported later, in Chapters 5 and 6.

ADVANCED POWER TECHNOLOGY
RELAY LIBRARY FOR PSCAD/EMTDC TM
The important exercise of establishg the accurate off-line models of the Advanced
Power T e c hlogy relay elements and the other inteifacing components is described in

this chapter. These models were used for off-line tests to detemine its performance on
double circuit and six-phase transmission line configuratious. This chapter is dedicated
to the description of the modelling techniques and the characteristics of various data
processing elements which were developed for use on the PSCAD/EMTDC~~
(Electromagnetic transient simulation program) simulation platforni [3 O]. The relay
model is available as one complete unit or as individual components of data
processing elements. The data processing elements are combined to form the complete
APT relay for a given application. This enables the user to investigate the intemal

parameters of each unit, in addition to the trip signals issued by the relay, during offline tests.

3.1 PSCADIEMTDC

Relay Library of the APT Relay Elements

PSCAD is a graphical front end to the EMTDC Electromagnetic transient simulation
program. The relay models therefore have their own graphical icons 1301 which c m
be used on the PSCADDRAFT canvas for building a given system model.

1

FFT

1

1

FFT

1

Standard time domain simulation techniques are adopteà for realizing the relay library.

Additional modelling techniques such as interpolation are used to achieve increased
accuracy, wherever necessary. The code for simulation is written in FORTRAN.Al1
models were tested with the actual relay using a test set up described in section 3.3.
Figure 3.1 shows the complete assembly of the APT relay &ta processing elements
for a single circuit three phase lhe, without the trip logic [24].

3.2 Data Processing Models and their Characteristics
3.2.1 Sampliag Clock

The clock govems the sampling instants by issuing a pulse to the sampler and other
clock dnven elements, while updating a counter on the nurnber of samples per cycle. It
also cornputes the 'factor-of-interpolation' required for correcting the error that is
introduced due to a discrete time solution, particularly, for correcting the error
introduced due to the sampling instants not king coincident with the computing
instants of the tirne domain solution. Linear interpolation between computing times
corrects for such errors.

The basic inputs to this element are the base fiequency of the system and the sampling
rate. It allows the user to choose between 16,32 or 64 samples per cycle of the base
frequency. It has four outputs which are inputs to the subsequent elements in the
process. Figure 3.2 shows the icon of the clock as on the PSCAD/DRAFT canvas.

Figure 3.2: The icon of the Sampling CZock on the DRAFT canvas.

3.2.2 Frequency Tracking Unit
The sampling fiequency of the data processing elements is synchronized to the system
fiequency. The fiequency tracking unit tracks the fiequency of the system to adjust the
sampling interval accordingly. The difference in the phase of the positive sequence bus
voltage computed in two consecutive cycles, is used to monitor the variations of the
system fiequency. Based on the computed difference in phase angle of the bus voltage,
the sampling interval is corrected. Following a correction to the sampling interval, a
cycle (of system fiequency) of stabilizing time is allowed before another such
correction is made. This is the tirne required for the data processing system to evaluate
the system parameters accurately after a disturbance in the sampling interval. Note
also that a correction to the sampling interval is approved only if the difference in
measured phase angles of the bus voltage, at consecutive cycles, exceeds a preset

threshold. However, it fieezes for any large changes (above a pre-set value) in the
phase of the measured quantity as it implies a major disturbance of the system. The
element retums to its active state when the phase angle between two consecutive
sarnpling instants falls below a set value.
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Figure 3.3: The icon of thefiquency trucking unit, on the DRAFT canvas.

The PSCAD/DRAFT icon has four inputs, three are supplied by the sampling clock
and the fourth is the phase angle of the positive sequence bus voltage computed at the

previous sample. Output is the c l a k puis synchronizad to the fundamental frcquency
of the positive ssquence bus voltage.

This is an analog filter for filtering the higher order harmonies of the input sipals,

which would alias as low order hanwnics when sarnpled. Therefore this is also calkd
the anti-aliasing filter.

A
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Figure 3.4: Low pass alter characteristicsfor sampling jkequencies of 16.32 and 64
sarnples per cycle offindamental fkequency.

The cut-off frequency of this fifth order Butterworth filter is dependent on the
sampling rate of the digital scheme and the fùndamental fiequency of the system
protected. The charactenstics of the low-pass filter therefore differ according to the
selected sampling fkquency and the three possible characteristics for a system
fkquency of 60 Hz are shown in Figure 3.4. The charactenstics show that the phase

delay introduced by the low pass filter has an inverse relationship to the sampling rate.
Figure 3.5 shows the input signals and the input information on the cut-off fiequency
to the filter icon.

BASW CN
S & ~ R A &

Figure 3.5: PSCAD/DRAFT icon of the low-pars filter with ifs inputs.
3.2.4 High-Pass Filter

The high pass filter is designed to eliminate the dc and sub-harmonic components in
the input signals of the relay. An earlier version of the relay irnplementation consisted

of an analog high pass filter which was later n p l d by a simpler but faster digital
filtcr. Both filters wert usad in the studies carriod out and arc discusstd in this section.

Figure 3.6: Analog hig h pass filter chamcteristics.

Ideally, the high pass fiiter characteristics requin a sharp cut-off and a unity gain at the
fùndamental frequency. A filtcr with such chametistics introduces considerabk
delay to the output signal. Although incctase in cutoff frcquency results in higher
speed or lesser delay, it also ceduces the gain to less than unity at hindamcntal
frequency. A compromise betweai the gain and the delay was rcached with a filter that
has a gain greater than one in the pass-band, kit with a cut-off fnquency such that the

gain near fundamental freguency remained at unity. The characteristics of the second

order analog high pass filter used in the studies are show in Figure 3.6.

The output signal subsequent to the low-pass filter is expected to have Lale or no
harmonies higher than the filter cut-off frequency. Therefore the high pass filter gain
was not a critical design concem. The filter has a delay of 116' at the fiindamental
eequency. As seen in Figure 3.1, the analog high pass filtering is the first stage of the
signal processing sequence.

The transfer function of the analog high pass filter, in the Laplace domain is

where

G = 1.48216,
a. = 1.27633 x 2 r x 60,

6 = 0.50349,
and

s = j o .

The filter model for EMTDC has the nonnalized characteristics and therefore requires

the base hdamental frequency for de-nonnalizing as an input, in addition to the input
signals. The model can be set to filter up to three signals.

Figure 3.7: PSCADIDRAFT icon of the analog high-pass filter with ifs inputs.

The analog filter was later replaced with a first order digital filter, which is placed afier

the sampler in the signal processing sequence. The transfer fùnction of the filter in the
z-domain is as given in, equation 3.2.

where

k, = 0.5929,

Sampling fiequency f, o f the digital filter is 16 samples/cycle and has only a 52.1'
phase shiA at fiindamental fiequency. The characteristics shown in Figure 3.8 also

demonstrates its rcpctitive nature at multiples of sampling frcquency, justifying the
requirement of an anti aliasing filter in the pnressing scquence.
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Figure 3.8: Digital high p a r s m e r chatacteristics.

The DRAFT icon of the digital filter component is similar to that of the analog filter
but with filter coe!fficients as the input parameters and an additional input from the
clock, triggering the execution of the computational algorithm ( Figure 3.9). The clock

pulses are issued at sampling instants. The outputs are held constant afier a sampling
instant till the next clock pulse is received.

Figure 3.9: PSCADDRMT icon of the digital high-passfilrer with i f s inputs.

3.2.5 Sampler
The sampler samples and holds the input behveen sampling instants. This processing

unit of the relay receives two other inputs from the sampling clock in addition to the
data signals. The pulses issued by the clock trigger the sarnpling of inputs. The
interpolated output ensures minimal e m due to the discrete time solution.
Information on the interpolation factor is supplied by the clock element as well. The

PSCAD/DRAFT icon c m be set to sample up to three inputs.

Figure 3.10: PSCADDRAFT icon of the Sample,:
3.2.6 Fast Fourier Transform 0

Although the APT relay (the version used in this project) only requires the

fundamental components to be extracted fiom the current and voltage wavefoms, the
fast fourier transform component modeiied is a generic on-line fiequency scanner
which extracts hamionics up to half the sarnpling frequency. The computations in the

mode1 are based on 'Winograd Algonthm', a standard fast fourier transform (FFT)
technique [23]. The computations use a moving window of data samples which
represents a complete period of base fkequency. Thus, the transients of a preceding
period are captured in computations at any sampling instant. The sampling fiequency

set by the user, may be 16, 32, or 64 samples per cycle of findamental fiequency. It
also determines the highest harmonic that cm be accurately extracted fiom the input
signals. The basis fuoction for computation of the phase angle is a cosine wavefonn of

base frequency on a t h e axis starhg at t h e zero. Therefore the FFT algorithm
retums a zero phase for such input signals.
The DRAFT icon of the fast fourier transform model needs the information of

sarnplhg rate and the clock pulse indicating a sarnpling instant in addition to the input
signals for execution of the algorithm. This model t w can handle up to three input
signals. Each output is an array of data containhg information of fiuldamental and al1
other hamonics of interest, in their phasor form ( rL0 ).

QUTPUT DATA

Figure 3.11: P S C A D D M T icon of the Fust Fourier TransformationModel.

However, the algorithm used by the APT relay is different fiom the above. It is a very
much more computationaliy efficient, pair FFTIDFT with oversampling-decimation
techniques, which meets the requirements of both m l - t h e signal processing and
waveform recording purposes. In this technique the signals are oversampled \:irith
respect to the cut-off frequency of the ami-aliasing filter in order to minirnize the
aliasing effects. This same sampling rate is also used for recording waveforms with
best possible resolution. Subsequently the sampled signals are decimated to a lower
sampling rate for processing by the relay algorithm. The pair FFTDFT algorithm had
demonstrated considerable improvement in execution speed over the single FFTIDFT
algorithm [25]. One to one correspondence in the FFT algorithm was not considered
necessary for the off line model. Therefore, a generic algorithm which rehuned more
harmonic information, although less computationally efficient, was used. Boih
algorithrns give identical results for the fundamental component.
3.2.7 Sequence Filter

The sequence filter cornputes the magnitude and phase angle of the sequence
components of the input signals. The inputs should be in the form of magnitude and
phase angle of the fundamental component of the three phase quantity. The algorithm
is executed at every computing instant of the simulation time grid. Therefore, the
updating fiequency of the outputs are naturally synchronized to the sampling
fiequency of the inputs.

Figure 3.12: PSCAD/DRAFT icon of the Sequence Filter Model.

The processing units descnbed in sections 3.2.1 to 3.2.7 are genenc algorithms and
are not limited in theu use to simulation of protection algorithms. However, the

models of the relay impedance elements and other decision making units, described in
the following sections, are those of the APT relay. Thetefore, they have little use in
any other application other than simulation of digital distance protection algorithms.
3.2.8 Ground Impedance Element

The mode1 uses inputs fiom both the fast fourier transform algorithm and the sequence

filter for computing the impedance as given in equation 2.2. The fundamental

components of voltage and current of a given phase as well as the zero sequence
current computed by the sequence filter are inputs to the algorithm. Base frequency of

the signals and the zero sequence compensation factor ko are user defineci inputs. The
outputs are the resistive and reactive components of the computed impedance which
correspond to a point on the impedance plane. The visual appearance of the DRAFT
icon is shown in Figure 3.13. A distance relay model protecting a three phase circuit
requires three such units for phases a, b and c separately.

Figure 3.13: PSCAD/DRAFT icon of the Ground Impeàunce Element Model.

The ground impedance element for use in double circuit and six phase transmission

configurations is a modified version of the above model with two more added inputs. It
has the zero sequence current magnitude and phase angle of the parallel circuit as
inputs as well as a second compensation factor km to compute the impedance as given

in equation 5.2, later in CHAPTER 5.

3.2.9 Line Impedance Element
This element is very similar to the model described in section 3.2.8. It retums the
resistive and reactive components of a line impedance. The inputs are the magnitudes
and phase angles of the voltages and currents required to compute the impedance as
given in equation 2.2.
3.2.10 Directional Impedance EIement

This again computes the resistive and reactive components of the directional
impedance computed as in equation 2.8. It requires the positive sequence voltage and
current information and maintains a five cycle data buffer of the input information for
use in its computations. If a disturbance on the system is detected the data buffer
ceases to update. Thus the inputs corresponding to five cycles prior to the current time

are locked at the pre-disturbance values. Therefore, the computed directional
irnpedance remains indicating the directional impedance for the disturbance even
when the system is into more than five cycles of disturbance. If the system retums to a
second operating point afler the disturbance, the directional impedances will not be
accurate for five cycles till the data buffer is filled with the information of the new
operating point. This model was intended for fault studies on various systems and does
not accurately model the features during recovery fiom a disturbance. The PSCADI

DRAFT icon for the model is visually similar to the ground and line impedance
elements. The inputs are the positive sequence voltage and current information, the
sampling clock pulse and an input from other decision making elements indicating

system disturbances. The resistive and reactive elements of the directional impedance
are the outputs.
3.2.11 Zone Trippiag Model

Figure 3.14: PSCADDRAFT icon of the Zone Trip Model.

The zone trip element retums the trip signal for the given impedance and the trip zone.
The trip zone data are entered as preset data while the impedance is dynamically
checked afier each computation for its positioning in the impedance plane with respect
to the trip zone. The output of the element is digital and is 'high' for a trip condition. A

trigonometric algorithm is used for checking if the impedance is within the trip zone
boundaries. The trip zone can be a polygon of up to eight vertices and is set to a four

by default. Each impedance computed using the ground, line or the directional

impedance elements are fed into one or more zone trip elements for trip signals in the
appropriate zone. Typically a relay protecting a single three phase circuit can have two
such models for zones one and two, for each phase and line impedance. In addition
there is another for the directional impedance.
The off-line fault studies were geared towards investigating the behaviour of the
ground, line and directional impedance trajectories for various fault conditions on the
selected transmission line configurations. Therefore, simulating the behaviour of
individual decision making elements in the relay was sufficient to investigate the
success of the relay operation for a given fault. It was also the intention to investigate
the possibility of using other techniques such as artificial neural networks in parallel

with the conventional elements, to aid the operation of the relay.
Some other simulation models that were used for studies on the use of Artificial

Neural Networks (ANN) with the digital relay are also discussed.
3.2.12 Data File Writer

This is a model that generates a sampled data file of a pre-defhed format. The data are
written at every sampling instant while the file writer is enabled. Therefore, the model

requires, as dynamic inputs, the data to be written to the file, a sampling clock pulse,
and the write enable signal. There are also the number of inputs and the narne of the
file as preset inputs to the file writer. This model was developed to generate the
required training data for various fault conditions, which were subsequently used for

training the fault detecting amficial neural network for a given transmission line
configuration. The visual appearance of the DRAFT file writer icon with it's inputs are
shown in Figure 3.15. The data written at a given sampling instant are of input and

output types and are written in the format compatible with the ANN training, Xerion
Simulator. Therefore, the icon has the name 'Xerion' on it. A maximum of 50 input
type and 25 output type of data c m be written to the fiie at a given sampling instant.
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Figure 3.15: PSCALVDMT icon of the Data File Writer
3.2.13 Artificial Neural Network Mode1

This is a model of a feed forward neural network which has a pre-defhed network
structure described later in section 8.5.1. The input neurons in the model have a linear
transfer funetion and the hidden and output neurons are bed using a logistic transfer

funciion given in equation 8.1. The weights of the network are read h m a data file
and the outputs are computed at every sampling instant. Outputs are available in both

digital and analog foms, for the ease of testing. The fadt detection capability of the
trained networks for double circuit and six-phase line configurations were tested using
this moâel. Basic three layer networks with different numbers of neurons can be
simulated using this mode1 with little modification to the code. The PSCAD/DRAFT
icon of the ANN mode1 is shown in Figure 3.16. The inputs and outputs are lumped to
separate single arrays to maintain the compactness of the DRAFT icon.
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Figirre 3.16: PSCADDRAFT icon of the Artijicial Neural Network Model.

3.3 Test Set-up
The off-line relay mode1 on the PSCAD-EMTDC simulation plaiform was verified for
its accuracy afler a series of tests that were conducted to compare its results with those
of the APT relay for the same voltage and current waveforms. Figure 3.17 shows the
test setup used to ver@ the accuracy of the off-line relay model. A single circuit
transmission system modelled on PSCAD-EMTDC served as the test system. Voltage
and current waveforms produced by the simulated system were recorded using a
COMTRADE format recorder. Those waveforms were then transferred over the local
area network to a playback simulator [30]. The playback simulator allows viewhg of
the wavefoms and adjusmient of output scaling to an appropriate level for input to the
relay A/D (analog to digital) stage. For any given run the playback simulator initially
repeats the pre-fault cycle of the waveforms continuously, until the fault is initiated by

pushing a button on the playback simulator screen. It then plays the fault a d repeats
the last cycle of the waveforms for the preset period of tirne (typically 500 cycles).
When such waveforms are played at the relay, it produces a recording of the event,
which can be viewed on-line by comectiiig a monitor to it. The display shows 300 ms
of the voltage and current waveforms, the produced trip signals and the impedance
trajectories with the trip zones. These sarne displays can also be viewed off-line using
a "Wreshow" display program.

Fault simulation on tbe

Test System + Off-Une reiay d e i

%letraasfer
over local a m
network

PLAYBACK SIMULATOR
Replay of vdtage and c u m t
waveforms

COMPARISON FOR
VERIFICATION OF ACCURACY
OF THE OFF LINE R E U Y
MODEL

APT RELAY

DISPLAY MONITOR
Display &y

response
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Figure 3.17: Set-upfor testing the off-finerelay mode1for its accuracy.

Thus the impedance trajectories of the off-iine simulation relay model can be visually
compared with those of the actual APT relay for the same test system waveforms. A
senes of such tests were carried out to veriw the accuracy of the off-line relay model
descnbed in this chapter which was later used for investigation of its perfomance on
two other transmission line configurations.

3.4 Summary
The characteristics and some imporiant modelling details of ail the measuring, data
processing elements of the relay, and inteifacing components have been presented.
These models were later used to carry out the investigation of the relay performance

on the two compact transmission line configurations.

CHAPTER 4

SIMULATION MODELS

Two system models were set up on PSCADEMTDC for the simulation studks. They
are:
A thrce-phase double circuit Iinc and
a six-phase line
Vpical data were used to build the models and thus they an typical of thek kind
although hypothetical. This chapter diseusses in detail the system parameters and the
sources of data.

4.1 T h - P h a s e Double Circuit Une Model

McCalmont

Springdale

Figure 4.1: Simpli/ied single line diagram of the 3-phase double circuit line.

The basic mode1 consists of
the 3-phase double circuit transmission line,
the sending end quivalent source with a transform«,

a load end transformer and an quivalent source.

4.1.1 Itansmission Une
Published data of a transmission line testcd for its power transfcr capability under
worst case conditions arc used [15]. The tests reportcd am for both 3-phase double

circuit, and &phase configurations. Some missing data neassary for the mode1 were
assumed based on normal practice. Sec Appndix B for details of the transmission
line.
gmund wires

circuit #l

a.

t'"

circuit #2

Figure 4.2: Conduetor conjgurationfor the three-phase double circuit line.

Measunment of Line Irnpeùawm:

For the meastuement of üne impedances, the double circuit üne in the above
configuration was terminateci tlwugh a resistance and injecta! with positive, negative
and zero scquemr cumnts nspectively. The circuit connection for self-impedance

measumnents is shown in Figure 4.3. The parallel circuit is discontlccted fiom both

the cumnt source and the I

d for self-impedance mcasucements on any one of the

circuits. Voltage to cumnt ratio at the feeding end for respective phases are recorded
in Table 4.1.

circuit 2 open

I I I

Figure 4.3: Circuit connectionfor selfimpe&nce measurement on circuit #i

Table 4.1: Self-impedancesof the double circuit fine

~

phase

positive seq.
impedance (a)

negative seq.
impedance (Q)

zero seq.
irnpedance (f2)

Zc2

5.47 +j 37.8

5.47 +j 36.4

51.8 +j 122.0

per phase self
impedance

5.47 +j 36.4

5.47 +j 36.4

51.8 +j 122.0

Impedances for the six phases are computed using:

where ~ a l , b l , care
l the measured currents aud &l,bl,cl are the measured voltages as
s h o w in Figure 4.3. Ia2,62,J and &62,c2 are currents and voltages fiom similar
measurements on the second circuit.
One circuit is lefi discomected from the current sources, as s h o w in Figure 4.4, for
measurement of mutual irnpedances between circuits. The voltage induced at the open
end of the second circuit due to unit current on the other is recordeci in Table 4.2, for
the three phases.

Mutual impedances arc computed using:

as s h o w in Figure 4.4.

lkro 50 km line segments were connecteci in cascade for impedance measurements.
Each segment was ideally transposcd. This p d e c t balonce in the phases is evident in
the line irnpeûance measurements.
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Table 4.2: Mutual impedances of the double circuit Zine
positive seq.
impedance (SU
phase)

negative seq.
impedance (a
phase)

zero seq.
impedance(R/
phase)

mutual
impedance
4.1.2 Source and Transformers on Sending and Receiving Ends

Source impedances from a typical 6-phase system were adjusted to be used in the 3phase double circuit line [15]. n i e sources are rated at a voltage of 345 kV and 3000
MVA, and the impedances are as given in Table 4.3. Some variations of the sources
were achieved by changing the source impedances. The second set of data in Table

4.3 shows the source impedances for modelling the strong sources.

Table 4.3: Source Impedances

Source name

positivehegative seq.
impedance in R

zero seq. impedance in Cl

l Springdale 1
1 McCalmont strong source 1

3.57L83.38O

1
1

1 SpringdaZe strong source 1

1 .667L83.3B0

1

3.32L80.51°

10.47 L74.36O
8.86L83.38O

5.237L83.3a0

I
l
l

Some details of the transformers at Dorsey converter station were used to derive
typical data for the transfomers on the model. Gmunded Y-Y winding configuration
with equal voltage levels of 345 kV for both primary and secondary are used for
simplicity. The transformer core was modelled in order to be able to represent
saturation effects if necessary. Transfomers are rated at 3000 M A for consistency
with sources and the transmission line. Typical no load loss of 0.3% and positive
sequence leakage reactance of 8% is assumed for the transformer mode1 without
saturation. The equivalent irnpedances of the sources and the transfomers at both ends
are shown in Table 4.4.

Table 4.4: Source impedances of the model measured at the W bus
Positivehegative seq.
impedance (Nphase)

Zero seq.
impedance (Rlphase)

10.33L85.36O

20.80176.2 1O

McCalmont source +
pansfo mer

1

ringda da le source +

1

6-48~ 8 5 . 1 0 0

1

13.60~77.940

1

4.2 Six-Phase Line Mode1
The model for the six-phase system remains very similar to the three-phase double

circuit system configuration. Added to it are four transformers and two six-phase
busbars.

Two delta-wye connected three-phase transformers at each end, one of each pair with
reverse polarity are used to derive the required 60° phase shift. This arrangement
breaks the zero sequence network at the transfomers and provides the most straight

forward demonstration of operating parameters of a six-phase line, kaeping the system
as simple as possible for the fault analysis. nie switching operations are perforrned on
the six-phase side.

36 LV bus

6+ bus

36 LV bus

Q bus

39 HV bus
McCalmorrt

3$ HV bus
Springâàle

Figure 4.5: Single line diagram of six phse îransmission line rnodel.

A six-phase line has six phase-to-gmund voltages and fifteen phase-to-phase voltages.
These phase-to-phase voltages can not be rcduced to a single set as with thne-phase,
because of the inherent angular differenccs betwcm the various phase-ground
voltages. Also, full transposition would destroy the phase nlationship between
adjacent conductors. Maximum compaction of a six-phase line rcsults fiom adjacent

phases being maintaineci at a 60' phase diffemce. Thus, the most which can be
achieved in a circuit balance is a "roll transposition" whm six conductors are mlled in
position, allowing each conductor to occupy 116 of the distance but maintaining the
correct dative phasing [38]. No ground wires are used.

phase c

m.

phase d

Figure 4.6: Conductor conjigurationfor the 6-phase line.

The 100 km line consists of six segments of linc. Each line segment is 16.67 km, with
connections to allow transposition. Table 4.5 shows the measured self and mutua1
impedances of the line.
Table 4.5: Impedances of the six-phase line measured on the rnodel.

Impedance measured on
the mode1
-

-

--

--

-

--

-

Positive sequence
impedance (Wphase)
Negative sequence
impedance (Wphase)

Zen,sequence
impedance (Nphase)

Zem sequence mutual
impedance (Wphase)

Circuit 1 (consisting of

1

Circuit 2 (consisting of

The equivalent sequence impedances of the source and the transfomers as seen at the

six-phase bus on the McCahont and Springdale ends (see Figure 4.5) are as in Table
4.6.

With conductor data and the 1ine co~gurationsbeing the sarne for both three-phase
double circuit and six-phase models, some difierence is observed in the transmission

line sequence impedances (as seen in Table 4.1, Table 4.2, and Table 4.5). This
mismatch is due to the only difference in the models which is the type of transposition
used. Three-phase configuration is with ideal transposition and the six-phase line is
roll transposed for maintainhg the required relative phase difference between adjacent
conductors.
Table 4.6: Equivalent Iinpedances of the sources and the transfonners.

Equivalent impedance

McCalmont

Springdale

Positive sequence (Wphase)

1.74 +j12.6

1.74 +j11.8

Negative sequence (Wphase)

1.69 +j26.9

1.12 +j19.3

Zero Sequence (Wphase)

0.0 +j6.35

0.0 +j6.35

Due to the arrangement on the A-Y transfomiers, the negaiive sequence impedance
seen at the six-phase bus differs fiom the positive sequence impedance.

4.3 Summary
The details of double-circuit and six-phase transmission system models have been
presented. The performance of the APT relay discussed in the following chaptea 5

and 6 is based on the tests carriecl out on these line models.

PERFORMANCE OF IMPEDANCE
RELAYS ON DOUBLE CIRCUIT LINES
5.1 Introduction
hpedance relays designeci for 3-phase single circuit systems pose àifficulty in
application to 3-phase double circuit lines due to mutual effects, inter circuit faults etc.
Simulation of different types of faults on a double circuit line and detailed observation

of respective responses of impedance elements on each circuit gives better insight to
the problem. This also aids in the identification of the causes of malfùnction.

This chapter discusses
the impedance relay mode1 and it's setthgs for double circuit transmission line
application,
the impedance relay behaviour for selected fault conditions,
analysis of causes of malfûnction, and finally

a proposal to improve the distance relay techniques for double circuit line
applications.

5.2 Impedance Relay and its Settings
Figure 5.1 shows the block diagram of the data prawssing elemene in the impedance
telay used in this study.

I

for su

000
SàmpIer

Fast Fourier Transform

1

Sequence Filter

Gmunâ, Phase. and Dimctional Impedance Elements

l

Figure 5.1: Processing units of the impedance relay used in the study.

Impedances seen by the phase and line elements am given by equations 2.1 and 2.2.

The gmund relay constant k given in equation 2.3 is computed as follows, bascd on
impedances given in Tabk 4.1:

5.2.1 M p Zone Settings

(Z8.O,4S.O )

80% of line impedance
1

trip zone-one

Figure 5.2: Trip zones of the impedance rehys on McCalmont-Springdale double
circuit line.

Four sided polygons as shown in Figure 5.2 are the trip zones one and two.
Coordinates of the polygons arc derived from 80% and 120%of the line impedance

for the primary and secondary protection respcctively, with an allowana of 20-25 Q
of fault resistance. It also kaves a 104b d e t y margin at the boundaries ncar the origin.

positive sequence
hpedance of the source

trip zone

Figure 5.3: Trip zone of the directional impedance element on McCalmont-Springdale
double circuit line.

The directional element of the nlay has its own trip zone which is set to detcct fonvard
faults. A polygon, which can have independent rcsistive and reactive reach, has its
coordinates set according to the liâely range of positive scquence incremental
impedance s a n by the nlay, as shown in Figure 5.3. It can be shown that on a double
circuit line, the positive sequena incremental impedana fails to rnekwre exactly the

source impedance (Appendh A). niezefore. the zone bwndary extends, to include
over twice the impcdance of the local source.

'ïivo sets of impedana nlays set up with the above mentioned parameters were

simulawi ai the McCalmont end of the double circuit line model. ïrnpedance
trajectories sccn by the ground, üac. and dircftional ekments for a set of selected fault
conditions are discussed in the following section.

5.3 Impedance Tnjectorks for Different 'Qqmof Faults
S A 1 Singie L i r to Cround FauIt (al-g)
1

I

Figure 5.4: G r d hpedance &y trajectories of the jkulted phase, for single line
(al-g) to gmundfaults ut IO%, 80% und 90% distances.

Figure 5.4 shows the cornparison of gmund impedance trajcctorics of the faulted
phase for a single line-to-grand fault at thra locations on the line. The faults

simulated arc 90%,80%, and 10% d o m the transmission line. The faults at distances
10%and 90%an in zones one & two rcspctively, while the fault at 8û% distance is

falling on the baindary of the two zones as expcted. Gmund ekments of the other
two phases of the faulted circuit do not sec impedances in the trip zones.
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Figure 5.5: Line impedance trajectories ofcircuits #l & #2, for single line to ground
(a,-g)faults ut 10%. 809b and 90% distances.

The line irnpedance element between phases c and a of circuit # 1( Figure 5.5) detects
the close up fault in zone-two. This is desirable as it c m act as a back-up in the event
the zone-one protection of the ground elernent fails. A~so,this would w t cause an
undue imnediate trip on phase-cl, because of the time delay of a zone-two trip.
The dip in the bus voltage and the zero sequence mutual currents appear to have
moved the impedances seen by the elements on the unfaulted parallel circuit from their
normal operating point. The most iduenced are the line impedances of a-b and c-a
( Figure 5.5).

The impedance trajectories shown in Figure 5.6 are for the directional elements of the

two circuits. Al1 the three faults are seen as forward faults by the directional element

of the first circuit. Therefore, they are ail detected in the trip zone of the directional
element as expected.

The directional element of the second circuit detects the far end faults as forward
remote faults. The fault at 10% distance is appropnately detected as a backward fault (
Figure 5.6). None of the faults are detected in the directional trip zone of circuit #2.
Thus, the directional elements of both circuits detect and trip the correct circuit, for
both zone-one and two, single line to ground faults. Figure 5.7 describes the direction
and distance to the close-up and remote faults, seen by the directional element of the
unfaulted line.

In general it is seen that the effects of bus voltage fluctuations and mutual currents for
a single-line-to-ground fault are within safe regions not to cause any false trips.

cct #1

ccte

100

-tripzorie
-10%

-80%
-90%

50-

Figure 5.6: Directiortal impehnce trajectories of circuits I I & M.,for single line to
(ar-8) groundfaults ut 1096,8046and 90% distances.
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remotefault
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I
I
81111

fonvani close-upfault seen
as a reversefault by the directional
element of the unfaulted line

*-@if%

I

m

forward remorefault, seen as a
forward remotefault also by the
directional element of the unfaulted line

Figure 5.7: The directions and distances to the close-upand remote faults as seen by
the directional element of the unfaulted line.

5.3.2 Single Circuit Double-Line-to-Grouad Fault (a+m)

Figure 5.8 shows the ground impedance trajectories of the faulted phases for a single
circuit double-line-to-ground fault The faulted phases are phases al and 6,. Figure
5.9 shows two line impedance elements of the faulted circuit.

The ground and line elements corresponding to the faulted phases pick-up the faults in
the appropriate zones of protection for the close up fault and the fault at 80% distance
( Figure 5.8, Figure 5.9 ). The remote double line to ground fault at 90% distance does

not move the ground impedance trajectory of phase-b in trip zone-two, but since the
line impedance element detects it well in zone-two as expected, the relay issues a
zone-two trip for such a fault. The close up fault causes a zone-one trip on the line
element a-c, although phase c is unfaulted. This is a mis-indication of the actual fault
situation, but does not cause any serious adverse effects as double line-to-ground
faults should result in three pole tripping of the faulted circuit.
As in the single line-to-ground faults, the parallel circuit experiences fluctuations of

impedance trajectories due to bus voltage variations and mutual effects, but remains
well outside trip zones and therefore is not shown.

a-phase ground impedance trajectory

b-phase grouird impedancetrajectory

Figure 5.8: Ground impedunce relay trajectoricsfor the faulted phases, for douMe
line to ground faults (ar-bl-g)at IO%, 0%
and 90% distances.

line elernent for phases a-b of cct #1

line elment for Phases c-a of cct #t

Figure 5.9: Line iinpedance trajectories of a-b and c-a of the faulted circuit,for
double line to growd fuults (al-bl-g)ai 10%. 80% and 90% distances.

The directional elements of the two circuits shown in Figure 5.10 behave the same as
for a singk Iine to graind fault, tripping the faulted circuit without any ambiguity.

Figure 5.1O: Directional impehnce trajectories of the faulted and unfaulted circuits.
for double line to gmund faults ( a l - b l j )at 10%,&0%and d% distances.

5.33 Inter Circuit Doubk Une to Grorad F d t (al*)
Inter-circuit faults cause the most serious mis-operation of the impedance elements.
With reference to Figure 5.1 1, the ground impedance trajectories of phase*

in

circuit Il reaches zone-one for both close-up and remote faults. Those of phase-b on
circuit 112 do not mach the trip zone at aU for al1 three fault distances. The fault at 10%
distance causes the impedance trajectories of phases bl and a2 to move very close to
zone-one which is also undesirable. As discussed in section 5.2, the compensation
factor used in the ground impedance does not compensate for zero sequence munial
cumnts, nsulting in under and over mach of gmund impedances of phases a, and b2.

phase-a of cct #2

phase-a of cct #1

--tripzones
-10%
-80%
-90%

-10'

phase-b of cct #1

p h a d of cct #2

phases a 4 of cct #2

phase-c of ccî #1
i

Figure U l : Ground impedance tmjectories of circuits #l & M.for al-b2-ground
faults a! 10%. Ml%anà 90% disiunces.

The solution to this problem is to modify equation 2.2, introducing a zero sequence

muhial cumnt compensation as follows [36].

Modified grouiad impedance computed:

Where the zero sequence current compensation factor is:

the mutual zero sequence current compensation factor is:

2,. Z,,and Zornare the zero sequence, positive sequence and the mutual zero
sequence impedances of the transmission line.

The proof of the modified equation is given in section 5.5.
As seen in Figure 5.12, close-up faults move line impedances c-o of circuit-one and ab of circuit-two in to the trip zones. This same situation, although not a problem in the

case of a single circuit double line to ground fault ( Figure 5.9 of Section 5.3.2), can
lead to difficulty in this case, if single pole tripping is desired.
Directional elements of both circuits see al1 three faults as forward faults well inside
the trip zone ( Figure 5.13).
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Figure 5.12: Line impedance trajectories of circuits #1 t #2,for al-q-gmunàfaults
at 20%. 80% and 90% distances.

Figure 5.13: Directional impedance îrajectories of circuits #i & #2, for nr-bi-ground
faults at 1O%, 80% and 90% distances.

53.4 Single Circuit ThreePhase-to-Ground fault (ar-blq-g)

Ground and line impcdance elements for the faulted circuit pick up the fault in their
respective zones as expected. Because the fault is symmetrical the zero sequence
currents on both circuits are almost zero. Some movement of the measured
impedances on the paralkl circuit arc detccteâ due to the change in the bus voltage.
However, they are safely outside the trip zones. Thus single circuit thrce phase faults
on double circuit lines, do rot pose any difficulty to a distance relay.
5.3.5 Inter Circuit Th-Phase-to-Grwnd

Fault (al-bl-c2-g)

As in the case of the intercircuit double-line-to-gmnd fault, here too the problems of

over and under reach am detected ( Figure 5.14, Figure 5.16). Also zone-one mis-

detection of line impcdances for close up faults can cause probkms for singk pole
tripping.

phase-a of cct #1
-trip zones

-t 0%

-

-80%

-90%

phase4 of cct #l

phase-b of cd #2

phase-c of cct #1

phase-c of cct #2

Figure 5.14: Gmund impedance trajectories of cirruits #l & #2, for al -61-cz-ground
faults ut 1096,8096and 90% distances.

Figure 5.15: Directional impedunce trajectories of circuits #l & #2, for al -6,-czground faults at 1O%, 80% and 90% distances.
The directional elements of both circuits shown in Figure 5.15 detect forward faults,
causing directional trips on both circuits as requid. However, the fault at 10%
distance appears as a f a .end fault to the directional element of circuit #2, which only
has one phase faulted to ground. This is a nflection of most of the fault cumnt being
confined to one circuit, while the= is a considerable dip in the measured bus voltage.
Apparently, this misoperation of the directional element is dominant for close-up
faults.
Line impedance trajectories of the phases a-b for circuit 111 are detecting the faults in
the proper trip zones ( Figure 5.16). However, the close-up fault is causing line

elements q - a l and b2-c2to trip as well. This results in opening al1 three phases of
circuit-two unrieccssarily.
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Figure 5.16: Line impedance trajectories of cimuits #l h #2,for al -bl-c2-ground
faults at 1O%, 80% and 90% distances.
5.3.6 Inter Circuit Four-Phase-b-Grwnd Fault (a1-bl-cl-u2-g)

Line impedance elements for circuit #1 detect the faults accurately in their respective
zones ( Figure 5.18), while the phase elements suffer h m unddover mach problems
sirnilar to those in the other inter-circuit faults discussed in the sections 5.3.3 and

5.3.5. Figure 5.17 shows the ground impdance elements, and Figure 5.18 shows the

-

line impedance elements of the relays.

phase* of cct #l

pha~e-aof cd #2

phase4 of cct #1

phase-b of cct #2

phase-c of cct #1

Dhase-c of cct #2

Figure 5.17: Gmund hpedmce trajectories of circuits #1 & #2, for four phase to
ground faults at 1O%, 80% and 90% distances. Faulted phases are al -b -ccl -ai-g.

Figure 5.10 shows the directional elements of the two circuits. Circuit #2, which has
only one phase faulted to ground, is incapable of detecting the fault at 10%distance.
Therefore, in this case the second circuit will not be tripped for close-up faults. But,

upon the clearance of the heavily faulad circuit, and the dircctional element resuming
hinccion, phase a2 will ais0 be trippai. Howcver, this period may be sufficientiy long
to cause S C ~ O U Sdamage to the system, if it is not clcarcd by sorne otber means.
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Figure 5.18: Line impedance trajectories of circuits #l & #2, for four phase to gmund
faults at 10%,80%and 90% distances. Faulted phuses are a -6I-cl-a2-g.

The movcment of the directional impedance trajectorics of the circuit with only one
faulted phase is due to the rclatively s d l fault currcnt lowng in that circuit
compared to the large drop in the bus voltage. The three phase fault on the p W e l
circuit is the fc8son for the high voltage drop on the cornmon bus bar.
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Figure 5.19: Directional impedance îmjectories of circuits #l & M.for four phase to
grvund faults (al-6,-cl-a2-g)ai IO%. 80% and P04b distances.

53.7 Inter Phase Faults with no Ground Involvement
These cm either be within a circuit or inter-circuit faults. Those faults that involve
only one circuit do not cause mis-operation of impedance relays. Due to the absence of
zero sequence currnits the mutual effects an minimal. Bus voltage drop is the only
cause of variation of impedance trajectories on the parallel circuit. These disturbances
however are insufficient to cause any malfbnction.

The impedances seen by the ground ekments in the event of an intercircuit fault
without ground involvement is similar to, but higher than, those of the comsponding

ground faults. This is due to the apparana of the paraiiel chcuit as a ground path
with a higher impedance, to each individual impedance elemnit. 'ïhmfmthe ground
impedance elernents corne in operation with lcss smsitivity. The operation of the line
elements arc propcr and arc as expected.
The ôchaviour of the directional eltmtnts for each fault without ground involvement

arc identical to that of their corresponding p u n â fault case.

5.4 Observations
It is seen that the bus voltage fluctuations and mutual cumnts have a significant effect

on the impedances seen by some impedance elements. This implies that impedance

relays on a system with a strong source would be kss troubled, whereas, on the other
hand, those with weak sources can suffer significant malfunctioning.
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Figure 5.20: The directional impcdnnce trajectoriesfor a, -bi-c2-g
fault ut 10%
distance.

Figure 5.20 demonstrates such effects of source irnpedance on the directional
impedance trajectory. For a three-phase-to-ground fault (al-bl-cyg)at 10% distance
the directional impedances fell well in the trip zone for both circuits, for the chosen
source impedance (shown in blue) in the studies. However, the impedance trajectory
of circuit #2 moves out of the trip zone when the source is made weaker for the same
fault, whereas, with a stronger source it is moved M e r in to the zone.
The analysis of the performance of impedance elements on the double circuit line
considered in this thesis shows that the elements corresponding to faulted phases are
mostly troubled by the presence of mutual zero sequence currents. It is also apparent
that relay elements of the faulted phases are w t the only cause for detenoration of the
relay performance. The sympathy trips due to mis-operated elements of the unfaulted
lines have a considerable contribution as well. Such sympathy trips by a relay on a
three-phase singletircuit transmission line is usually eliminated by the trip logic.
However, the sarne trip logic is hadequate to perform that task on a double circuit
transmission configuration. While a simple trip logic which can eliminate al1 the
sympathy trips on a doublesircuit configuration is not apparent, an altemate approach
is investigated in this thesis to solve this problem. That is the use of a neural network
to identify the faulted phases on a double circuit line, which can either validate or

invalidate the trip signals issued by individual impedance elements. The neural faulted
phase detector which is intended to operate in parallel with the rest of the impedance
elements, is discussed in detail in CHAPTER 8 and CHAPTER 9.

5.5 Proposeà Improvement to Impedance Relays for Dwble Circuit
Line Application
The problems of overlunder-nech cm be overcomc by compensating for mutual
effects on faulted circuits. whea cdculating the ground impedance, in cquation
2.2.The modified formula for gound i m p d a n a is given in quation 5.2.

Figure 5.2i:Single fine diagram of a double circuit system with a fault on one circuit:
fiaction of the fine length to fault is '1'.
The voltage Va at the nlay on the faulted circuit is:

where Io, Il& are the zero, positive and negative sequence cumnts on the faulted
circuit. I,, is the zero sequence cumnt on the parallel circuit.

but 2, = Z2;

but 1, = 1, + I2 + Io;

Since the line impedance measured up to the fault is 1.2, the impedance seen by the

phase-a ground element is:

where

2 ,ZI,
and Z,, are the zero sequence, positive sequence and the mutual zero sequence
impedances of the transmission line.
The ground impedance given in equation 5.2, will only be valid for the faulted
circuit(s). They are detected on line using a zero sequence over-current element placed
on each circuit. The non-uniform direction of the zero sequence current on the faulted
circuit makes such computation for the unfaulted line more complex and dependant on
the distance to fault. Therefore, the computation of the ground impedance for the

unfaulted circuit remains unchanged as in equation 2.2. The error introduced by the
mutual effects on the healthy line are minimal for faults approximately at the midpoint of the line. The error is maximum for faults on either ends of the parallel line.
The zero sequence over current element identifies as faulted the circuits with zero
sequence current greater than about 10% of the nominal secondary current of the
current transformer.

5.5.1 Modiîied Grand Impedance ltajectdes

In this section the comcted ground impedance trajcctorics for various faults are
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Figure 5.22: Modified ground impedonce îrajectories offaulted phases, for al -61-g
fuults a? IO%, W% and 90% distances.
With the modification, the phase-& ground impedance, shown in Figure 5.22, falls

well in the correct trip zones. However, the apparent increase of rnsitivity of the
phase* ground impedance element, (zone-one trip for fault at 80% distance, and the

fault at 90%distance falling on the mne-one border) due to a cumnt imbalance on the
measuring bus remains incorrect. The modified ground impbdance trajectories for
a l - q - g fault, al-bl-c2-g fault and al-6,-cl-a2-g faults are shown in Figure 5.23,

Figure 5.24 and Figure 5.25 respcctively. They demonstrate significant improvement
in performance.

h p e r detection of al1 faults demanded 'marginal increment in the boundaries of the
trip zones which was dont sPfely not to cause any sympathy trips.

phase-a of cct CI1

phase-b of cct #2
1

I

I

Figure 5.23: Modificd gmund impedance trajectories offaulted phuses, for al -62-g
faults at IO%, 80% and 90% distances.

The slight increase in sensitivity of some of the ground elements, caused by a system
asymmetry, is visible for al1 other faults as well.
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Figure 5.24: MdiJied gmund impédance trajectories of circuits #l & #2, for
al-bl -c2-gfaults ut 10%. tUl% and 90% distances.
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Figure 5-25: ModiJied gmund impehnce trajectlones of circuits #l & #2. for
al-bl -cl -a2-gfaults ut IO%, 80% and 90% distances.

5.6 Summary of Relay Performance for Various Faults
The tripped phases for various ground and non-ground faults that were analyseci in the
this chapter are summarized in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2 respectively.
Table 5.1: Summary of relay perfrmance on double-circuit linesfor ground faults.
1

I

Relay response for Zone 1,
close-up faults

Relay response for Zone 2
remote faults

Single line to
ground fault

two phases of thefaulted circuit are zone1 lripped

on& thefaulted phase is
zone2 nipped

Double line to
ground fault

al1 threephases of thefaulted
circuit are zone1 nipped

two phases of thefaulted circuit are zone2 lnpped

Inter-circuit double line to ground
fault

two phases of both circuits

faultedphases of both circuits
are zone2 tripped

Type of fault
1

are zonel tripped

-

-

m

Three line to
ground fault

three phases of thefaulted
circuit are zone1 nipped

three phases of thefaulted
circuit are zone2 tripped

In ter-circuit three
line to ground
fault

al1 three phases of the circuit
with twofaulted phases and
two phases of the other circuit ore zone1 tnpped

Only thefaulted phases of
both circuits are zone2
tripped

Inter-circuitfour
line ta ground
fault (threephases
of one circuit and
one phase of the
otherfaulted)

on& the threefaultedphases
of the circuit with three
faulted phases are zone l
tnpped

al1 thefaulted phares of both
circuits are zone2 tripped

In ter-circuitjve
Iine to gruund
fault

al1 three phases ofboth circuits are zone1 M p e d

only thefaulted phases are
zone2 tripped

Six line to ground
faults

al1 threephases of both circuits are zone 1 tnpped

al1 threephmes of both circuits are zone2 tripped

- - -

-

-

-

d

Table 5.2: Summury of relay perjormance on double-circuit linesfor non-grounded
faulrs.

l

Relay response for Zone 1,
close-up faults

Relay response for Zone 2
remote faults

Double linefault

faulted phases are zone2
nipped

faulted phases are zone2
tripped

Inter-circuit double linefault

no tnp issued

no hip issued

Three phase fault

al1faulted phases zone1
Wped

al1faulted phases zone2
mpped

Inter-circuit three
phase fault

aII three phases of the circuit
with twofaulted phares and
two phases of the other circuit are zone 1 tripped

only thefaulted phases of
both circuits are zone2
tripped

Inter-circuitfour
linefauh (three
phases of one circuit and one
phase of the other
faulted)

only the threefaulted phases
of the circuit with three
faulted phases are zone1
tripped

only the threefaulted phases
of the circuit with three
faulted phases are zone2
tripped

Five phase faults

al1 three p h e s of both circuits are zone1 tveped

only thefaulted phases are
zone2 tripped

Six phase fault

al1 three phases of both circuits are zone l tripped

al1 three phases of both circuits are zone2 tripped

Type of fault

-

-

5.7 Conclusions
Over and under reach of ground impedance elements caused by the mutual zero

sequence currents are largely corrected by the additional compensation introduced in
the ground irnpedance computation. However, a simple trip logic camot still eliminate

mis-detection of uqfmlted phases d u ~ certain
g
fault situations such as inter-circuit
three-phase-to-gromd faults.

PERFORMANCE OF IMPEDANCE
ELEMENTS ON SIX-PHASE
TRANSMISSION LINES
6.1 Introàuction
A summary of a detailad fault study carricd out for the purpose of investigating the

performance of the impedance mlay on a six phase transmission line is presentcd in
this chapter. The faults sekctcd for discussion am typical and rcprescntative of al1
possible problems associated with using conventional impedance elements of a
distance protection scheme, on six phase lines. The studies were done on the six-phase
system shown in Figure 6.1 maintaining a system operating point of 90% of rated

power flow. The impact of the operating point on the impedance trajectories during
various faults is also discussed. basai on some tests, later in the chapter.

bus

Figure 6.1:Single line diagram of the six phase transmission line moàel.

6.2 Impeàance Relay and its Settiags
The digital relay algorithm tcsted are those uscd in the Advancd Power Tcchnology
(AIT)rrlay. It is testcd in a contcxt when two separate nlays monitor the pair of thne

conductor circuits of the six-phase systcrn on each side. It shwld be noted that the

relays are at the six-phase busbar. Thus the voltages and cumnts monitored by relayl

are those of phases a.c and e. whercas phases b,d and f are monitored by nlay2. as
shown in Figure 6.1. Each relay has the voltages of the pmtected three phases of the
circuit and al1 six cumnts availabk to it as systcm information. for prrforming the
protective function of the circuit. Inputs and the data pmcessing elements of the
algorithm are shown in Figure 6.2.

I

Gmwd & Phuse Impedonce Elements

I

Figure 6.2: Pmeessing units of the impedunce reluy used in the study for the six-phase
transmission line conlfguration.

The analog high pass filter in Figure 5.1 is rcplaced with a digital film to rcprcsmt the
data pmcessing sequencc as in the latest version of the APT &y

software.

(40.0.45.0)

80% of line impedance

Figure 6.3: Trip zones of the groundlline impedance relays on McCalmont-Springdale
six-phase line.

A simple four sided polygon defines the trip m e s for al1 relay elements. The

boundaries of the trip zones for the ground, phase and directional elements are set to
suit the system impedances given in Table 4.5 and Table 4.6. The zone settings are
chosen such that, on a thne phase single circuit configuration, al1 faults at distances

less than 80% of the line length arc detected in zone-one. nie faults at distances within
80% and 120% of the l i n length are dctected in zone-two.

positive sequence
impehnce of the source

l

trip zone

Figure 6.4: Trip zone of the directional impedunce elenient on McCulmont-Springdale
six-phase line.

The directional elements of both circuits also have identical trip zones due to the
symmetry of the two circuits. The coordinates of the polygon for the directional trip

m e is determineci by the likely cange of incrcmcntal positive sequence impcâance of
&e six-phase system with a muonable dlowance for nsistivc nach. This is govemed

by the s o u m impedance behind the d a y and the possible imbalances that may be
caused by various intercircuit fault conditions on the transmission line.Thc zone

details are shown in Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.4.

The following sections describe the behaviour of the ground, line and the directional
impedance trajectories of the two distance relays placed on the two circuits of the six
phase transmission line, for various fault situations. Although it is important to
observe every irnpedance trajectory for al1 faults, only those of interest and unusual
behaviour are shown for clarity. Trajectories for the same fault at distances IO%, 80%
and 90% are show on the same diagram so that the relay response for both close-up

and remote faults cm be directly compared.
Most of the errors in the ground impedances are due to the zero sequence mutual
currents which are compensateci in the calculation. The modified ground impedance is
computed with proper compensation for the faulted circuit, as given in equation 5.2
whereas the computation for the unfaulted circuit is based on the conventional method
in equation 2.2. A basic zero sequence over-current element on each circuit detects
faulted circuit/circuits. The zero sequence over-current setting of about 116 of rated
load current proved suitable for the McCalmont Springdale six-phase system, for al1
short circuit fault situations investigated. The modified ground impedance trajectones
and their impact on the nnal trip decision by the distance relay for various types of
faults are also discussed. It is seen that, with the modification, most of the misoperations on the ground elements are eliminated.
The zero sequence and the zero sequence mutual cment compensation factors (corn
equations 5.3 and 5.4) are gWen in equations 6. l and 6.2 respectively.

6.3 Impedaoce Thjectorks for SeIected Fault Qpes
4.3-1 Singe Wne-to-Gmnd Fault (ph-

to g+ound)

Figure 6.5: Gmund impedance ttajectories of the faulted phase for single line to
gmund faults at IO%, 80% and 90% distances.

The phase* ground impedance trajcctories for faults at 10%,80%and 90%distances,

are shown with the ground relay element trip zones. The impedance settles down to a

value of (0.6 Q+j3.8 C2) in the irnpdance plane for the close-up fault. This relates
approximately to 10%of the positive sequence line impcàance (given in Table 4.5) as
expected. The rcactance shown for a fault at 8096 distance has an error of -8.5% with
respect to the exptctcd value of 30 S2 on the rcactance cuis. The error in the indicatcd
reactance for the far end (90%down the line) fault is -19%. This is sufficient to cause

a zone-one trip, as seen in Figure 5.4.
Investigation of the zero wquence cumnts for the th= cases discussed hem, shows
that the emr is highest whm the zero scquencc cumnt in the paraltel circuit is
comparable in magnitude to that of the faulted circuit (sa Figure 6.6).
10% distance to fauR

80% distance to fauît

90% distance to fauît

-for cct #2

0.18 0.21
tirne (sec)

time (sec)

Figure 6.6:Magnitude of zen> sequence cunents in circuits 11 & #2.for single line to
gmund faults at 10%,80%and 90% distances.

Figure 6.7: Line impedance trajectoriesfor phases a-efor single fine tu gmund fuu 1fs
at 1O%, 80% and 90% distances.
cct #2
I

Figure 6.8: Directional elementsfor circuit#l and circuit #2,for single fine to gmund
fuults ut distanceslO%, 80% and 90%.

The line impedence elernent for phases e-a is tripping in m n e i m for the close-up
fault as seen in Figure 6.7. No other mis-operation is obsewcd with the line
impedance elements for the single üne to ground fault.
The single lim to ground faults arc appmpnately picked up by the dinctional elements

of the faulteà circuit as seen in Figure 6.8. The dinctional elernent of the unfaultcd

(second circuit) detccts the close-up fault as a reverse fault and rccogniscs both othcrs

as forward nmote faulk Howcvcr, they do not fall in the directional trip zone. The
nsponses of the directional elements are similar to that of the thrrt phase double
circuit line discussed in section 5.3.1.

Figure 6.9: Modijïed gmund impedance trajectories of the fuulted phase. for single
and 90% distances.
line to gmundfaults ut IO%, 0%

Thus for the fault at 10%distance, phase-a is appmpriately tripped in zone-one.
Phase-e is also tripped for the same fault due to the line elemnt trip ( Figure 6.7). The
modified ground impedance traject0l.i~~
of the faulted phase, shown in Figure 6.9.
exhibit no emxs. Thecefore a zone-one trip on the faultcd phase for rcmote faults is
preventcd

63.2 Singîe Circuit DouMe Une to Ground Faults
Phase a-r-gn,und Faull: This is a fault between two phases of the same circuit that
are out of phase by 120'. Ground and line impedancc trajeciories for the a-c-gmund

fault are shown in Figure 6.10 and Figuae 6.12. The graind impedance clements for
both phases a and c misdetcct the rcmote faults as faults in zone-one.

ground impedance of phase-a

ground impedance of phase*

1

\

I

Figure 6.10: Gmund eiements of faulted phases, for faults ut 10%,8û%and 90%
distances.

Figure 6.11: ModiJed ground elements offaulted phases, for faults at 10%, 80% and
90% distances.

line impedance of phases a-c

fineimpedance of phases a-e
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-10%
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-90%

Figure 6.12: Sorne line impedance trajectories of thefaulted circuit,for fau ftsut 10%.
ûû%and 90% distances.

The line impedance element a-c picks up ali faults in their respective zones as
expected, while the line element for a-e is troubled again for close-up faults as in the
case of a single line-to-ground fault. Some mors are visible in the modifieci ground
impedances ( Figure 6.11) which is most critical to faults falling in the borders of the
trip zones. The directional elements detect the faults approprïately as in the case of a

single line to ground fault.
However, since two phases, a and c, of the same circuit are faulted, phase e should also
be tripped. Therefore, this mis-detection of the line element a-e does not mult in any
additional sympathy trips.
6.3.3 Inter Circuit Double Line to Ground Fault

In the six-phase configuration the inter-circuit double line to ground faults appear
different to the distance relay depending on the phases involved in the fault. Therefore
al1 possible combinations of such faults are discussed for clarity.

Phase ad-gmund Fault: This is an inter-circuit double line to ground fault. This
fault involves two phases that are 60' apart in theù respective phases, and are
protected by differeat distance relays. The response of the gmuml and line impedance
elements for such an inter circuit fault is observed to be different h m an intra-circuit
fault. As seen in , only phase-a ground impedance trajectories move into the trip

zones, with more than 50% e m in the measured impedance. The line elements do
not corne in to operation shce no two lines of the same circuit are faulted. Thus the
distance relay is troubled by this category of faults in a six-phase system although the

directional element ( Figure 6.15) hinctions propcrly detccting focward faults on both
circuits. However, with the modifieci gmund impcdance ekmmts, shown in Figure
6.13, the relay proves to be capable of handling this category of faults.

Figure 6.13 Ground elements offau lted phases, for faults ut IO%, 80% and 90%
modifieci phase-b

Figure 6.14 Modifvd ground elements offaufted phases, forfaults ut IO%, 80% and

90% distances.

Figure 6.15: Directional elementsfor circui#l and circuit #2, for phases a-b-gmund
faults at distances IO%, 80% and 90%.
Phase a-6 Fault: This is fairly differcnt in nature to the corresponding ground fault.

The voltage difference betwetn the two phases at fault arc small, independent of the
fault inception point on the voltage wavefom. Thenfore. the disturbance caused by
the line-line fault of this kind is insufficient to move ground impedance trajectories to

their trip zones, except when the faults an close to the measuring busbar. Figure 6.16
shows one ground impedance trajectory moving to the trip zone for the close-up fault.
Maiifying the ground impedances with mutual zero sequence compensation moves al1
trajectories completely away fiam the trip zones. The line impedance elements do not
see any fault, as no two lines of the sarne circuit are faulted. Only trajectories of the
close-up faults cause a directional trip ( Figure 6.17). Therefore, faults of this nature

are completely undetccted by the distance nlays with m a l i f i d giound elernents. Only
close-up faults will bc trip@.
phase-a

Figure 6.16:Gmund impedance elements offaulted phases, for phases a-b"faults at
distances 10%. 80% and 60%. - -

cct #1

cct #2

Figure 6.17: Directional elementsfw cirruirltl and cimuit #2, for phases a-bfaults ut
&stances IO%, 80% and 90%.

Phase a-d-wund FauM: This intcreiniit double üne to ground fault too involvcs

two phases on different circuits but are of 1800 phase shifi. The ground impedance
trajectocies (in Figure 6.18) which move into zonc-one for nmote faults arc comctcd

in the modified gnwnd impedance element.

Figure 6.18: Gmund elements of f~ultedphases, for faults ut IO%, 80% and 90%
distances.
'Mo line elements are also observai to misdetect the close-up fault in zone-one
( Figure 6.19).

The directional ekments shown in Figure 6.20 are not troubled in this

case as well. The existing trip logic will result in tripping both circuits for a close-up

fault of this type due to the mis-operated line impedance ekments.
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Figure 6.19: The two line impedance elements which mis-operatefor the a-d-gmund
fault ut 10% distance.
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Figure 6.20: Directional elementsfor cimuirltl and circuit #2, for phases a-d-gmund
faults at distancesl0%,8û% and 90%.

Phase a-d Fault: Because of the connection between two phases which are 180°

apart, the zero sequence currents are as large as for the corresponding ground fault.
Therefore the relay impedance elements see no ciifference between this and the
corresponding ground (a-d-ground) fault. Thus for such a close-up fault both circuits
will be tripped unnecessarily, whereas tripping just one phase of one circuit would be
the ideal operation. The modifiecl ground hpedance elements of phases a and d pick

up the faults in their respective zones
6.3.4 Single Circuit Three-Pbase / Three-Phase-Ground Faults

These are faults bat do not cause any complications to the relays, as the relay on the
faulted circuit sees the simple three phase or tfiree-phase to ground fault whereas the
other one does not see any fault. They also do not result in any zero sequence currents,
and therefore this makes the detection straight forward.
6.3.5 Inter Circuit Three-Phase to Ground Fauits

The inter-circuit three phase to ground faults on a six-phase line c m be classified into
two basic categones, depending on the phase displacement of the three phases

involved in the fault. Table 6.1 shows the possible combinations of phases for such
faults with their relative phase orientation. The fint and the sixth faults shown in the
table have three neighbouring phases faulted. Impedance elements demonstrate similar
behaviour for both these faults. The behaviour of the impedance trajectories for the
other four faults appear similar as well.

Table 6.1: Phase orientation offaulted phuses for vurious combiriatiom of intercircuit thme phase faults.

Phases
fault
cct# l

a,c

a,c

Q ,C

a,e

a,e

a,e

niase angles of faultcd phascs
with respect to phase*

Phase scquence
of faulttd
phases

Phasor
diagram of
faultcd phases

This similar behaviour of the impedance trajectories cm be justified by their similar
relative phase angles of the faulted lines. Therefore, two different inter circuit three
phase to ground faults sufficiently demonstrate the complete spectnim of problerns

caused by such faults.

Phase a-c-b-ground Fault: The modified ground, and line impedance trajectories, for
a-c-b-ground fault are shown in Figure 6.2 1 and Figure 6.22. It shows that the ground

elements of the circuit with two faulted phases (elements of circuit a, c. e) do not
detect the farend faults even with compensation for zero sequence mutual current on
the parallel circuit, since the currents are comparatively small in magnitude. But those

faults are detected by the respective line impedance element, as shown in Figure 6.22.

The directional impedances also fa11 in the trip zone for both close-up and remote
faults. Tberefore al1 three faulted phases are üipped appropriately. n i e apparent errors
in the measured line and ground impedance will cause incorrect zone trips for most
border-line fault distances.
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Figure 6.21: Modijïed gmund impedancr elernents offaulted phases, for a-c-b-gmund
faults at distances1096, 80% and 90%.

Figure 6.22: Line impedance trajectories of phses a-c,for a-c-b-gmundfaults ut
distanceslO%, 80% a d 90%.

Phase a-c-b Faiilt: The behaviour for line and directional impedance trajectories for

the three phase fault without p m d co~ection,is sirnilar to that of the correspondhg

ground fault (a-c-6-ground).The imbalance caused by such inter circuit comection is
insufficient to move the ground impedance trajectories to their trip zones on either of
the circuits for far end faults. Therefore, ody the circuit with two faulted conductors
will be tripped and thus the fault will be cleared with minimal reduction in power flow.
However, faults close to the measuring bus bar cause a trip of phase-b as well.

Phase a-cd-ground Fault: This type of fault involves phases that are not displaced

by equal angles and is representative of ail such inter circuit three phase to ground

faults. As show in Figure 6.23 and Figure 6.25 one ground element of each circuit
over reaches to zone-one for far-end faults. The line impedance element with two
faulted phases detects the fault in their respective zones with the directional trip
properly coming well in the trip zone for the same circuit ( Figure 6.24). The
directional impedance ( Figure 6.25) of the circuit with one faulted phase falls outside
the trip zone for close-up faults. Therefore, the circuit with a single faulted phase is not

tripped for close-up faults, as the trip logic does not issue a trip to the circuit breaker
without the directional element trip.
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Figure 6.23:Gmund impedance elementsfor faulted phoses of one circuit.. "for a-c-dgmundfaults at distancesiO%, 80%and IY)%
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Figure 6.24: Line impedance elements of faulted phses and directional impedance
element, of the fist cimit,for a-c-d-gmundfaults ut distanceslO%, 80% and 90%.

ground element of phase d; cct #2

directional &ment of cct #2
10)

Figure 6.25: Ground impedance elernentfor the faulted phase and the directional
impedance element, of the second circuit,for a-c-d-gmudfaults ut distunceslO%.
80% and 90%

With the comcted ground impedance element shown in Figure 6.26, most of the misoperations are rectified, except the close-up faults, for which only one circuit is

cleared, due to the directionai trip not king issued.
phase-a of c d #1

phase-c of cct #1

Figure 6.26: Mod'ed ground impedance elementsfor faulted phases, for a-c-dgmund faults ut distances1O%, 80% and 90%.

Phase a-c-d Fault: It is appropriate to investigate the behaviour of the relay elements
for the sarne kind of faults with no ground involvement. The modified ground
impedance trajectories of the circuit with one faulted line does not trip for the faults.
Therefore, o d y one circuit will be trippeà, clearing the fault and leaving the other in
healthy operation for most of such faults.

6.3.6 Four-Phase to Ground 1 Four-Phase Faults

FOUR PHASE /FOUR PHASE-GROUND FAULTS

Type-1
no. offaultedphases on cct #I = 2
no. offauited phases on cct #2 = 2

neighbouring phases
faulted

?ipeo
no. offaultedphases on cct #I = 3
no. offaultedphases on cct #2 = I

non-neighbouringphases
faulted

ypical faulted phases

typical faulted phases

typicalfaulted phases

a-c-b-d

a-c-d-f

a-c-e-b

Figure 6.27: Categorizationofdiferent four-phase andfour-phase-to-ground f a u l ~ .

Four phase faults which involve both circuits can be categorized into three types based
on the similarities of response of the relay elements to each of the faults.
Those which involve two phases of each circuit.
This type can be fbrther subdivided into two categones depmding on the response
of the distance relay elements for each fault type. Such similar behaviour c m also
be justified baseci on the relative phase orientation of the faulted phases.
Those which involve three phases of one circuit and one of the other.

The three categories are named type-la, type-lb and type-2, for the convenience of
identification. Figure 6.27 shows the break down of these three types of four-phase
faults.
The uncompensated ground impedance elements are unable to differentiate between

the four-phase-ground faults fiom the four-phase faults due to the large zero sequence
currents flowing in both cases. Close up faults move ground imped=ce trajectories of
al1 the faulted phases into trip zone-one. But they either over reach to zone-one or fa11
outside the trip zones for remote faults. The ground irnpedance trajectories of phases a
and c for a-c-6-d-ground fault at various distances shown in Figure 6.28 demonstrate

the typical problems for such faults.

The compensated ground impedances are falling in theù respective trip zones for the
ground faults, whereas the behaviour differs between various types for non-grounded
faults. Typ-la non-grounded faults have at least one of the ground impedances of
each circuit move to trip zones with very linle error in the fault impedance. Type-lb

faults arc recognized as ground faults, in theu respective ûip zones. For faults of
type-2 the circuit with thm faultsd phases has the impedances move to the

appropriate trip region. The ground elemcnt of the faultcd üne on the other cixuit falls
a lit& short of the trip unie boundarierr. In gemal, compensatcd ground impedances
eliminate the i n c o m t zone trip due to over mched ground impcûance trajectories.

phase-a

phase-c

Figure 6.28: Ground impedance trajectories of phases a & c,for a-c-6-d-gmund
faults at distances1O%, 80% a d 90%

The line impedances and the directional elements of both circuits operate without
much trouble for faults of type-1. One of the three line impedances of each circuit
move into the respective trip zones with small errors in the calculated line impedances,

as expected for most of the faults. A few closc-up faults cause a second line
impedance of one of the circuits to move to trip me-one. This mis-operation is not a
problem as al1 three phases need to trip for a double-line fault on any circuit.

Therefore, in general type-la and type-l b faults are well detected by the modified
ground, line, and the directional elernents causing trips on both circuits as rcquirad.
Type-2 faults are significantly diffanit to type-1 faults in ternis of the response of the
directional element. The circuit with one faulted phase does not have the directional

trip operatcd for close up faults. Only those faults beyond about 90% distance move

both directional impedances in the trip zone ( Figure 6.29). The directional element of
the circuit with smaller fault cumnt is obeerved to suffer

from this type of mis-

operation typically in severc faults with unequal numbas of faulted phases on the two
circuits. Therefore, initially, only thrce faulted phases or one circuit trips for a type-2,
four-phasdfour phase-gmund fault. This should effectively clear a type-2 ungrounded
fault and subsequently trip the remaining faulted line for a ground fault.

circuit with one faulted phase

circuit with three faulted phases

2oo
I

-trip zone

Figure 6.29: Directional impedance trajectories of the wo circuits,for a-c-e-bground faults at distances1O%, 80% and 90%

1

6.3.7 Five-Phase to Cround 1 Five-Phase Faults

Here again, due to the heavy zero sequence currents flowing in both circuits, the relay
elements do not differentiate ground faults from the non-ground faults.
The line impedance elements and the directional elements of both circuits operate as
expected for al1 faults with minimal e m in the measured line impedances. But the
ground impedances are troubled with heavy zero sequence currents, which are
corrected to about 90% accuracy with compensation, for faults with ground
involvement. The errors in the measured ground impedance for ungrounded faults
remain high even with compensation, and cause incorrect zone trips. Thus, for faults
involving five phases, some remote ungrouaded fauits are a zone-one trip whereas
dose-up faults are well detected.
6.3.8 Six-Phase to Ground 1 Six-Phase Faults

This type of fault is well handled by the distance relay Mpedance elements, as it does
not generate heavy zero sequence currents. The ground impedance trajectories are
identical for both ground and non-ground six-phase faults due to the inter comection
between the two circuits appearing as the ground path for the non-ground fault.

6.4 Summary of Relay Performance for Various Faults
The tripped phases for various ground and non-ground faults that were analysed in the
this chapter are summarized in Table 6.2 and Table 6.3 respectively.

Table 6.2: Summary of relay performance on six-phase finesfor ground faults.

I

Type o f fault

Relay response for Zone 1,
close-up fauks

Single line to
ground fault

two phases of thefaulted circuit are zone1 nipped

only thefaulted phase is
zone2 tripped

Double iine to
ground fault

all threephases of thefaulted
circuit are zone l trijped

two phases of thefaulted cir-

Inter-circuit double iine to ground
fault (a-6-gj

i

Relay response for Zone 2
remote faults

cuit are zone2 mpped

two p h m s of one circuit and faultedphases of both circuits
thefaulred phase of the other
are zone2 q p e d
circuit are zone l nipped

Inter-circuit double line to ground
fault (a-d-g)

two phase of each circuit are
zone l tnpped

the twofaulted phases are
zone2 tripped

Three line to
ground fauit

three phases of thefaulted
circuit are zone1 hipped

three phases of thefauited
circuit are zone2 tnpped

r

-

-

--

-

-

--

--

Inter-circuit three
line to ground
fault (a-c-b-@

two phases of each circuit
inciuding thefaulted phases
are zone1 tripped

1 Inter-circuit three 1

phases a & c are zonel
nipped

iine to ground
fauft (a-c-d-g)

1
1

--

-

only thefaulted phases of
60th circuits are zone2
tripped
al1faulted phases are zone2
tripped

Inter-circuit four
line to ground
fault @pe-W

five phases including the
fauitedphases of both circuits
are zone1 tripped

al1 thefaulted phases of both
circuits are zone2 tripped

Inter-circuitfour
line ta ground
fiuit (tvpe-w

al1 six phases are zone1
tripped

al1 thefau fted phases of both
circuits are zone2 tripped

Inter-circuit four
line to ground
fault (@pe-2)

on& the thmefaulted phases
of one circuit are zone1
nipped

-

--

-

al1four faulted phases are
zone2 tnpped

(

Table 6.2: Summary of relay performance on six-phase linesfor ground faults.
Type of fault

Relay response for Zone 1,
close-up faults

Relay response for Zone 2
rernote faults

Inter-circuit fie
Iine to ground

all three phases of both circuits are zone1 iripped

on& thefaulted phases are

Six line to ground
fou Its

al1 thme phares of bofh circuits are zone l nipped

al1 fhree phases of both circuits are zone2 m@ed

Table 6.3: Summary of relay perfmance on six-phase transmission linefor nongrounded faults.
Type of fault

Relay response for Zone 1,
ctose-up faults

1

Relay respoose for Zone 2
remote faults

Inter-circuit double linefault (a-6)

no trip issued

no trip issued

In ter-circuit double line to ground
fault (a-d)

two phare of each circuit are

the twofaultedphases are
zone2 tripped

zone l tripped

-

1

Three phase fault

rhree phases of thefaulted
circuit are zone1 tripped

Inter-circuit three
linefault (a-c-b)

two phases of each circuit
including thefaulted phases
are zone l W p e d

only a & c phases are zone2
tripped

Inter-circuit three
line to ground
fault (a-c-d)

phases a di c are zone l
nipped

phases a & c are zone2
tnpped

Inter-circuitfour
linefault
(rype-la)

five phases including the
faultedphases of both circuits
are zonel tnpped

all thefaulted phases of both
circuits are zone2 tr@ped

three phases of thefaulted
circuit are zone2 tripped

1

1

Table 6.3: Summary of refayperformance on six-phase transmission finefor nongrounded faults.

l

Relay response for Zone 1,
close-up faults

Relay response for Zone 2
remote faults

Inter-circuitfour
line to ground
fauft (O?pe_lb)

al1 six phases are zone1
tripped

al1 thefaultedphases of both
circuits are zone2 tnpped

In ter-circuitfour
finefau ft (type-2)

only the threefaulted phases
of one circuit are zone1
tripped

allfour faufted phases are
zone2 trrpped

In ter-circuitfive
h e to ground
fault

al1 three phases of both circuits are zone1 trtpped

on& thefaulted phases are
zone2 n-ipped

Six Zine to ground

afi threephases of both circuits are zone1 tràpped

al1 three phases of both circuits are zone2 tripped

Type of fault

faults

6.5 Effect of Pre-fault Operating Point on the Distance Relay
Impedance Trajectories
Various faults that were simulated were also repeated maintaining a few other pre-fault
power flow conditions to investigate the effect of pre-fault system conditions on the

distance relay impedance trajectories.
6.5.1 Ground Faults
Although the paths or the hajectones of the impedance elements differ due to the
difference in the initial condition of the system, the final settling impedances for
ground, line and directional elements are unaffected by the pre-fault operating point of
the system for a given fault at a given distance.

6.5.2

U ngrounded Faults

The measured line and directional impedances during ungrounded faults are not
affected by the pre-fault operating condition of the power system. However, due to the
absence of the ground comection, the effect of pre-fault operating point seems to have
a greater effect on the measured ground impedances. But this effect is not significant
enough to cause any difierence in the lines that are tripped for a given fault condition.
Therefore, for al1 practical purposes, pre-fault operating point has insignificant effect
on the distance relay impedance measurements for a given short circuit fault.

6.6 Conclusions
The performance of the digital distance relay algorithms on the six-phase transmission
line configuration was discussed with reference to various short circuit faults.
Modification to the ground impedance algorithm has greatly improved its
performance. However, the directional element in general is mis-operational for severe
faults that confine most of the fault currents to one circuit. Thus, the faults that involve
three or four phases, will not be detected by the distance relay.

PROTECTION OF POmTE DU BOIS
TRANSMISSION LINE
This chapter discusses the modeiling of the Pointe du Bois line of the Winnipeg Hydro
transmission network, and its protection ushg the digital distance relay under
investigation (APT relay). Although the Pointe line is a four-circuit system, the
protection studies on this line have been coafùied to only two circuits of the system.
The other two parallel lines are lefi open circuited, simplifjing the system to

effeciively a double-circuit line configuration. The protection of the two lines in
operation have been considered in the context of a single relay monitoring both lines.
Exploiting the availability of al1 six currents of the two circuits for protection
fùnctions at one end, a current-balance protection algorithm has been incorporatecf in
the distance relay. Section 7.4 discusses the heuristic design process of the current-

balance algorithm and its performance. Thus, the results presented in this chapter
demonstrate the performance of the APT relay which has been enhanced with both the
modified ground impedance element discussed in section 5.5, and the current-balance
algorithm described in section 7.2.

7.1 Rover-Pointe System Modei.
The modelied system consists of two terminal stations, Rover and Pointe du Bois,
connecteci by the 3-phase, four circuit, 69 kV transmission Iines.

69 kV bus
Rover

69 kV bus
Pointe du Bois

Figure 7.1: Simplifed single line diagram of the nwdelled system
7.1.1 lkansmission Line

The 69 kV thme-phase transmission lines run on two sets of towers which are erected
on the same right of way. These towen have varying configurations dong the length of
the line. The four circuits are named PI,PI,P3 and PI.

The conductor configurations, the layout, the transmission line data, and the line
impedances are provideâ in Appendix B.

7.1.2 Pointe du Bois Terminal Station.

Source impedances provided were as seen on the 69 kV bus, when al1 generaton were

'ON'. They are as follows:

Zero Sequence Impedance: 2.41 +j19.28 t2

Positive Sequence Impedance: 0.73 +j5.20
Short Circuit MVA: 770 MVA.
6.9kY

69 kV

-Te

Auto transformer

Figure 7.2: Single Line D i a p m of the Pointe du Bob Terminal Siaiion.

Since al1 the step-up transfonners are delta-delta connecteci, the ground path is
provided by the auto transformer on the 69 kV bus.
7.1.3 Rover Terminal Station.

The impedance and the single source is the Thevenin equivalent of the system beyond
the 69 kY busbar at the Rover station, when al1 the generators are in service.
The zero sequence impedance of the Rover equivalent source was not provided. Data
fiom a recording of a re-closure on a phase-b to ground fault on the P3 circuit was used
to derive this information. Data also shows that the circuit Pq was not in service at the
time of re-closure but does not provide information about the operating condition of
the circuits P I and P2.

Figure 7.3: Zero Sequence neîworkfor 1-gfault on circuit P3
Assuming the circuits P I and Pt to be ON at the time of re-closure fiom the Rover
end, on to the single phase fault, it c m be shown that the zero sequence voltage to

current (on P3) ratio can be taken to be the zero sequence equivalent source impedance
at Rover. Figure 7.3 shows the zero sequence network of the system for the single line
to ground fault.

Source data for the Rover equivalent source are as follows:
Positive sequence impedance: 0.2915 +j 1.6394 l2
Short Circuit MVA: 2431 W A

X/RRatio: 5.6
Calculated zero sequence impedance of the Rover equivalent source:
2.15 +jP.87 S
2
A prototype APT relay is iastalled on the Pointe du Bois transmission h e at the Rover

station. The relay is not connected to the circuit breakers. Fault recordings captureci by
this relay were made available for testing the model. Some of the validation tests are

given in Appendix C. The reccrdings also show that the relay has pedonned
unsatisfactonly in several instances. The protection studies of the Pointe liue was
motivated by the need to improve the relay.
Thus, the Alpha Power Techwlogy relay, with the modified ground irnpedance
element described in section 5.5, was further enhanceci with a current-balance
aigorithm for application on the Pointe du Bois double-circuit line model. As
mentioned before, the four-circuit transmission line has been reduced to a doublecircuit line by open circuithg the other two parallel lines P, and 4,throughout this
study.

7.2 Current Balance Algorithm
Exploiting the availability of currents fiom both circuits, a current-balance algorithm
is incorporated in the Alpha Power Techn010gy relay with the modified ground

impedance element. The current-balance algorithm consists of three elements, one for

each phase which compares the amplitudes of the two phase currents and trips the line
with the greater current. However, the trip is not issued if at least one of the phase
currents and the positive sequence current of the circuit are not above a preset value.
This preset value is typically about 10% of ihe secondary nominal current. Although

simple and fast in operation a current-balance protection technique does not reach
beyond the remote temiinal. But, having combined with the modilied distance relay
for back-up capability, significant enhancement in the overall relay performance is
achieved.

7.3

Test Set-up

Instead of using the off-line relay madel. the prototype test rclay (with the fmturcs to
enhance double circuit line protection) with the tcsting peripherals was uscd on a
mode1 of the Pointe transmission l k . The et-up used for testing the actual relay
using simulated voltage and cumnt waveforms is shown in Figure 7.4. The test rclay
was fed with signals fiom the Rover station busbar.

/
j

.
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Real tinte playing
of the Voltage &
~ v m nWt O V ~ O ~ ~ L S

Figure 7.4: Test set-upfor testing the pmtoiype APT relay using nconled foult
waveforms.

The fault current and voltage wavefoms generated using PSCAWEMTDC, are stored
in a file using a simulated data recorder. This special formatted data file is transfemd
to the Playôack Real Tirne Simirlator (PRTS), using a file-transfer-protocol (ftp). The

playback simulator reads the &ta from the file, and plays the wavefoms at the relay in
real tirne. It also allows viewing and scaiing of the waveforms to an appropriate level
before being played at the relay. The PRTS is programmed to play the pre-fault cycle
of the waveforms continuously until the key is pressed to initiate the fault. The PRTS
then plays the fault and repeats the final cycle for a preset tirne.
On detectioo of a fault, the relay produces a recording of the event including the
generated trip signals. If comected to a monitor an on-lhe display of 3ûûms of
waveforms fiom both lines, as weil as the computed impedance trajectories cm be
observed for any disturbance that triggers the recorder of the relay. Altematively, for
M e r analysis, the information recorded by the relay can be viewed using a
"Wreshow" display program that nuis on Windows. This test set-up, which bas been
developed by the power group at University of Manitoba, provides the facilities for
extensive testing of the actual relay.

7.4 Test Results
The test cases chosen for presentation in this section are the cntical cases in the design

process of the current-balance algorithm on the double circuit line. The details of the
algorithm before and afier each test are discussed, in order to justiQ its final fom.
Note that, because of the availability of multiple transmission paths (Pl, Pt,Pj.and

Pd),the circuit breakers trip al1 three poles for any fault on a circuit.

7.4.1 Single Line to Grauid Fnult

Figure 7.5 shows recordeci information for a single line to ground fault at 75% of iine
length capnired using the 'Wreshow' display program. The top window shows the
currents of the three phases on the faulted circuit. The middle window shows the trip
sip a l s issued by the current-balance, directional and ground impedance relay

elements. The bottom window is the ground impedance trajectory of the faulted phase.
During the test phase, the directional element and the ground element of the faulted
phase resulted in a distance relay trip of the faulted circuit. Since none of the
impedance trajectories of the unfaulted line moved to the trip zones, the unfaulted line
was not tripped by the distance element. However, the current-balance element which
was set to operate comparing the amplitudes of the fiindamental currents, tripped the
unfaulted circuit. This was because of a momentary dip in the fundamental current on
the faulted line immediately following the fault, as visible in the zwmed area of

Figure 7.5. Apparently, the momentary fa11 of fiuidarnental component is due to a
phase reversa1 of fault current. As a corrective measure, the current-balance element
was later modified to compare the root mean square (rms) currents, instead of the
fundamental values.
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Figure 7.5:Fault currents, trip signals, and gmund impedance hajectory of the
faulted phuse for a single line tu ground fault ut 75%distance.

7.4.2 Remote Three-Phase Fault
The current-balance element is not expected to differentiate between the faulted and
healthy cucuits for a fault at the remote end. However, the remote relay element
should have no trouble tripping the faulted circuit. Subsequent to the remote trip, the
current-balance element on the local end is expected to pick up the faulted circuit. in
order to test the capabilities of the current-baiance algorithms under these conditions,
it was subjected to a three phase fault at the remote end which is cleared by the remote
circuit breaker afier five cycles of fault. Figure 7.6 shows the currents of the unfaulted
circuit with its ground impedance trajectones for the three phase fault as seen by the
local relay. Figure 7.7 shows the currents and the trip signals of the local relay on the

faulted line for the sarne fault.
The local current-balance element cornes in operation detecting a sufficiently large
differential current afier the fault is cleared at the remote end. However, it trips the
wrong circuit when it is operated based on the nns cwents. Close observations of the
currents on both cucuits (zoomed in areas of Figure 7.6 and Figure 7.7) showed that
the mis current of the unfaulted circuit is greater than that of the faulted line for a bnef

period following the fault clearance by the circuit breaker at the remote end, again due
to a phase reversal.

Thus modimg the current-balance logic to trip only if both mis and fûndamental
differential currents were higher than set values, made it more robust to pst-fault and
clearance transients. The trip signals shown in Figure 7.7 are for the corrected currentbalance element.
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Figure 7.5: Fault currents, and the ground impedance trajectories of the faulted
circuitfor a three-phaseto ground fault at the remote end. Thefaulr is also cleared ai
the remote end fie cycles afier its inception.

Figure 7.7:Fault currents,and the relay trip signols of the foulted circuitfor the same
fault as in Figure 7.6.

7.43 Inter-Circuit Double Line Fault

Figure 7.8 shows the current waveforms, ground impedance trajectory for the faulted
phase, and the trip signals issued by the relay on the same circuit, for an inter-circuit
double line fault at 75% distance of the transmission line.
This inter-circuit, phase-al to phase-b2 fault is presented to demonstrate the
improvement in the protection function and the speed of relay trip due to the added
current-balance protection algorithrn.
As seen in the figure the ground impedance û-ajectory does not get in the trip zone for

the given settings. However, the current-balance algorithm trips the faulted phase
within a tirne period less than half a cycle foliowing the fault.

7.5 Conclusions
Significant improvement in both the protection function, and the speed of operation
has been achieved by the use of a curent-balance algorithrn with the far reaching
distance algorithrn for back-up on the Pointe du Bois, PI, P2 transmission lines. Only
the software of the APT relay was modifieci for the recommended enhancement of the
rela y.
The original contributions by P m +PG.McLuren and D,:H.Liu during the studies on
the Pointe line are gratefully acknowledged.
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Figure 7.8:Fault currents, gmund impedance trajectory of the faulted phase, and the
trip signals of a single circuit,for an inter-circuit double line fault at 75%distance.

INTEGRATION OF ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE TO THE APT RELAY
The detailed observation of the perfomance of the impedance relays on the double
circuit and six phase transmission lines showed that the impedance trajectones of the
unfaulted lines are the most intruenced by the presence of another parallel
hansmission line. Those impedance elements corresponding to the faulted phases, in
most cases, detected the fault in its correct zone with proportional distances. The
ambiguity was mostly due to the mis-operation of the impedance elements of
unfaulted phases. Therefore, it is apparent that an independent element which
identifies the faulted phases without ambiguity can greatly improve the security of the
relay for multi circuit line applications.
This chapter identifies the problem to be solved by an independent data processing
element. Also, it discusses its nature and proposes integration of an artificial neural
network to the distance relay to improve detection of faulted phases on the multi
circuit transmission lines. The design details of the network with various selection
criteria are descnbed as well.

8.1 Problem Identification
A distance relay consists of several hpedance and over current elements integrated

together for making the trip decision under fault conditions. Each such element is a
data processing unit that funetions based on a selected set of voltage and current
information. From the results of Chapters 5 and 6, it is apparent that this method of
sectioned data processing has lead to difficulties in identifjing certain fault conditions
on multi circuit transmission lines. Proposed modification to the ground impedance
computation in Chapters 5 and 6 is an attempt to enrich the information available to
some processing units in order to enhance their functional capabilities. Although it bas
significantly improved the reliability of the relay, security still remains to be improved.
An altemate approach is to process al1 locally available voltages and currents in a

single unit to identify the faulted phases. This unit should be capable of optimally
compressing the large number of voltage and cunent data, recognizing the pattern of
the waveforms, and finally classifjing as required, the fauited phases. It is also
required that this unit be able to function for:
al1 operating power levels and topologies of the system
al1 fault types at various distances on the transmission line,

various fault resistances and fault inception points.
Considenng the non-availability of an explicit input-output relationship for the
problem, its pattern recognition and classification nature, and the unit's expected wide
domain of operation, an Artificial Neunil Network (ANN) is proposed to perform this
task.

Thus, for application to multi circuit lines, the ANN should analyse the bus voltages
and line cumnts in rcal timc to idcntify the faulted phases.

8.2 Artificisl Neural Networks and their Roperties
The Artificial Neural Network (ANN) architecture basically consists of input nodes.
uni& called neurons in hidden and output levels which arc inter-comected with
branches of different weighb.
n

weights

L+
w

Hidden layers of n e u m

Figure 8.1: Typical structure of an artijcial neural network.

Each neuron is a data processing element. An ANN can therefore be considered as a
distributed information processing structure, interconnecteci with unidirectional signal
channels. Each processing element branches out to many collateral connections.

carrying a weighted output to the next set of processing units. The processing taking
place in a n e u m is completely Local and depends only on the present values of inputs
to it. Therefore, neural networks are inherently parallel in their architecture, with an
attractive feature of very low computational times. Its power, in various applications,

also lies in its ability to capture very cornplex, implicitly related input-output maps
given through a set of examples, rather than an explicit relationship. The shape of the
map between inputs and outputs is altered by adjusting the weights through a leaming

process. A properly designed and trained ANN is able to generalize, rather than just
recognize cases similar to those used as training data.
in general, neural computing has been found to be of great use in applications where a

large number of statistically distributed inputs are to be optimally mapped to a few
outputs through data compression and clustering. They also have been found to be

tolerant to fairly high levels of noise or error in inputs [ 5 1- 521.

8.3 Applications of Neural Networks in Power System Protection
A considerable amount of work has been published on the use of artificial neural

networks in the area of power system protection and recognition of transient events.
This section discusses some such applications highlighting the important features of

neural computing exploited in each case. It is also expected to draw attention to the
type of network topologies and the input vectors used in each application.

Neural Network Approach to Fault Classibcation for High Speed Protective
Relaying 1451. The paper reports encouraging results on fault classification for a
transmission line using neural networks. The classification of the fault is done after
detecting a fault on the system. Therefore, the classification module, which consists of
feed forward neural networks, is preceâed by the detection module and is reported to
be capable of classimg the detected disturbances to one of the ten possible types of
short circuit faults on a three phase transmission line. It is also able to recognize no
fault situations associated with disturbances. in the event a fault is detected, a second
set of neural networks are used to M e r categorize it to an arcing or a non-arcing type
of fault.
The inputs to the neural networks are reported as raw samples of voltages and currents
of al1 three phases at the relay point. The network has been Erained using the error back

propagation rule with a large number of training sets generated off-line, using the
NETOMAC (electromagnetic transient simulation software) simulation software. The
test results presented, which are also based on off-line simulations, seem to
demonstrate gwd accuracy and confum the ability of the artificial neural networks to
classify faults on transmission systems based on raw, sampled voltage and current
data. It also demonstrates that the neural network topology needed for such

applications are fairly simple and could result in very high speed relay techniques due
to their parallel nature of computation.

Multi Neural Network Baseâ Fault A m Estimation for High Speeà Protective

Relaying [46]. This paper reports continuation of the work reported in [45]. A third
module of a neural network based fault area estimator is added to the protective relay
described in [45]. It uses the lcnowledge provided by the fault classifier and the feature
vectors, fonned by voltage and curent trails following a fault, as inputs to estimate the
fault area. The three layer feed forward network used for this purpose is also reported
to be trained using the error back propagation d e . The paper also emphasises the
importance of careful selection of a feature vector of voltages and currents in order
that the number of inputs be contained within manageable limits while al1 important
information still is captured in the input vector. Here again the input feature vector
consists of consecutive samples of voltages and currents of faulted lines. The fault
area estimator provides the information on the zone the fault had occurred in so that
the trip signal can be issued with appropriate time grading.
This application demonstrates the large error tolerance feature of the neural networks
and their ability to define the transfomi within their weights, that extracts the

important features of the input signals to map to the desired outputs. The cornparison
of the neural network outputs to the conventional techniques reports considerable
improvement in the speed of fault area estimation. The authors also report the
confirmation of the fact that the quafity of the classification is not dependant on a
transmission line mode1 but rather the neural net topology, training set, and the choice
of the learning rule.

Adaptive Distance Protection of a Double Circuit Line Using Artificial Neural
Nets [431. This paper describes the use of artificial neural networks to adaptively
change the setting of a distance relay on a double circuit line, thereby reducing the
necessary safety margllis and increasing the selectivity of the relay which avoids overtripping and sympathy trips. The distance relay usually cornputes the impedance based
on the voltage and current information available, and trips if this computed value is
less than a preset value of impedance. A non-adaptive preset value of the impedance is
nonnally based on the woet case scenario and has a large safety margin. The neural
network is used to compute a correction factor for the preset impedance setting based
on the operating mode of the parallei transmission circuit and the power flow in the
system. This estimation of the correction factor is done while the systern is in the
healthy state.
A feed forward neml network trained using the error back propagation rule is

reported to perfom satisfactorily for the selected system. Although details of the exact
network topology and the inputs to the network are not made available, it is clear that
the network is operated on line with information of voltages, currents, power flow and
the operating mode of the parallel line. The network clearly is not intended for
recognizing the transients of the system. However, it certainly reports to be able to
characterise the steady state operating point of the system at a given instant.

The paper demonstrates the ability of using feed forward neural networks for
adaptively setting trip zones on distance relays and their ability to rnap input output
relationships which are of indeterministic nature.

The Application of Neurrl Network Techniques to Adaptive Auto-Reclosure in

Protection Equipmeat (441. This describes an application of a feed forward neural
network to identiw the transient and permanent faults on a system. The knowledge
provided by the neural network is to be used for developing adaptive auto re-closing
features of circuit breakers of a given system. The classification enables one to
determine if the circuit breakers should be re-closed or not following incidence of a
fault. In the case of transient faults, the neural network also determines the successful
re-closing time depending on the nature of the fault. It is stated that the sending end
voltage, which is directly affected by arcing faults, has sufficient feahues which are
recognized by the neural neh~orkfor successfûl identification of such faults.
The inputs are reported to be pre-processed as an attempt to simpli@ the neural

network topology. The error back propagation rule bas been used to train the network
with batches of training data which have been produced off-line using the EMTP

simulation program. The tests which had also been on a test set generated off-line had
given 100% accuracy.
The findings reported in this paper demonstrate the use of a feed forward neural
network with back propagation training d e and pre-processed input data vectors for
recognizing the differences in transient events successfully.

Detect and Classify Faults Using Neurai Nets (471. The paper proposes the use of a
neural network to detect and classi@ faults on a system with both short and mutually
coupled transmission lines. The input vector is a sliding window of raw voltage and

current samples. It reports the use of a neural computation which embodies a special
algorithm of classical pattern recognition, that does data self-organizing through
unsupervised leaming. This is also reported to be both trained and tested on off-line

EMTP simulations of the network. The tests are reported to be more than 90%
accurate.
The application exploits a strong feature of neural computing, which is the ability to
produce a few outputs from a large number of inputs, a process of optimal topological
mapping through functional approximations, data cornpressing and clustenng.
However, it does not use the standard feed forward architecture.

Impulse Test Fault Diagnosis on Power Transfomers Using Kohoaen's SelfOrgaoizing Neural Network 1481. The work reported is an example of neural
networks being used to identiQ transients due to faults on power transformers. The
application uses Kohenen's self organizhg neural nets which are usually capable of
training unsupervised, and are also known to perform well in classification tasks. The
classical approach to locating a failure occurring on a power transformer during
impulse tests, are reported to require expert evaluators who base their judgment on
reasoning related to concepts of travelling waves. Preliminary investigations and tests
have shown that neural networks can successfully be applied to the classification of
signals resulting fiom impulse tests on power transformers for fault diagnosis.

8.4 Selection of the ANN Architecture and Learnhg Rule
As a result of customizing networks for specific applications over the years of
advances in the artificial neural network technology, many types of network
architecture have been developed. It has repeatedly been observed that different
network structures and leaming parameters cm substantialiy affect the performance
with regard to generalization, leaming speed etc. 1401, [4 11. Yet there are no analytical
or empirical approaches which c m reliably assist network designing for any
application. Therefore, designing the optimal neural network with the most suitable
architecture and topology for the problem in hand is not a straight forward task.
The selection cnteria for the proposed type and topology of the neural network, to be
integrated to the distance relay, for multi-circuit applications is largely based on
reported similar applications and
reported findings on the behaviour of various neural network architecture and
topology.

By far the most popular choice for practical application is the feed-forward network
architecture trained with error-back propagation rule. The studies descnbed in section

8.3 directly relate to protection applications, and also demonstrate the successful use
of ANN methodology in recognition of transient events [ 42- 481. In these cases as
well, the use of the popular feed forward network architecture is apparent. Therefore,

the same architecture with error-back propagation training is considered suitable for

the single ended digital distance relay scheme pmposed for rnulti-circuit applications,
without much investigation of the other types.

8.5 Seleetion of Network Topology
8.5.1 General Network Structure

Although, 'feed fonvard' is a very large class of networks, a vast majority of
applications use simple structures with one to three hidden layers and fully cotmected
units. In addition, typically one learning rate is used for al1 c o ~ e c t i o nweights. This
leaves the choice of the number of hidden layers as the next unresolved design
decision.
It is known that one of the major parameters that influence the generalization
capabilities of a classifier neural network is its complexity [49]. The number of
weights c m be used as a measure of the network complexity for al1 practical purposes.
Reference [SOI reports results of investigations on comparative performance of three
and four layer feed fonvard networks which are of comparable complexity. (Three

layer networks are those with a single hidden layer. Those with double hidden layers
are named four layer networks)
Three layer networks report to have better generalization ability particularly when
trained on an incomplete set of training data. This is perceiveci as a cornrnonly
encountered situation in most real world applications.

Three layer networks on average have better ability to train than four layer
networks of comparable complexity to training sets of various statistical
distributions.
Three layer networks do better classification or identification of a given problem,
on average.

Four layer networks train easily if the nurnber of neurons in the two hidden layers
are nearly qua1 in number.

The initial choice of weights in a four layer network have been found to have more
pronounced influence on the final network performance. This is attributed mostly
to the problem of the weight vector k i n g trapped in local minima, during the error
minimization process. Thus, three layer networks are again found to be superior in
their ability to find the global optimal in the training process, for the given

problem, independent of the starter weights.
Due to the difference in the structure the three and four Iayer networks have been
found to pa-ctmeterize a given problem differently.
The above reported general cornparisons of the two topologies were the basis for
selecting a single hidden layer structure for the proposed neural network.
8.5.2 Inputs and Outputs of the ANN

Most of the information needed to identie the disturbances and transients in a system
is containeci in the voltage and cwent wavefoms. However, un-processed raw data

ofien tend to have noise and redundant information- Also, preprocessing input data
simplifies the network and it then trains more quickly [44]. Therefore the hdamental
fiequency component of the processecl voltage and current wavefoms s h o w in
Figure 8.2 were selected as one set of inputs to the ANN. The fault voltages and
currents are not only dependant on the characteristics of the fault but also the pre-fault
operating point of the system.Therefore, the inputs to the ANN at any given time
should contain both fault and pre-fault information for accurate decision making.
Thus, the ANN to be trained for detection of faulted phases was designed with 36 and

48 inputs for double circuit and six-phase configurations respectively. They are the
magnitudes and phases of the hdamental voltages and currents, with and without a
two cycle delay for each quantity as shown in Figure 8.2. Two cycles is about the

minimum possible delay which avoids the mix of pre-fault and fault data in the same
window duruig the intended decision making tirne.
It should be noted that this selection of inputs utilizes the data preprocessing units
available in the impedance relay algorithm tested for double circuit, and six-phase
applications without additional computational burden.
The ANN is required to detect faulted phases. Thus, six simple binary outputs each
corresponding to a phase of the circuit were considered suitable for the task. A level
'high' indicates a fault on the phase whereas a level 'low' is for un-faulted operation.

The analog output is quantized to derive the digital form. Al1 outputs falling below or
equal to 0.5 are classified as 'low' where as those greater than 0.5 are defined as
'high'.

Al1 inputs were considered necessary to cietennine the state of each individual phase
on the circuit during a fault But the network has to parameterize the fault differently

to produce the outputs of faulted phases to that of un-faulted phases. For this reason,
six parallel networks, one for each output, was considered suitable. Ali six networks

share the same inputs and produce a binary output each, which corresponds to one

phase of the circuit. The output indicates if the conespondhg phase is faulted or
otherwise.

The ANN shown in Figure 8.2 bas full connection between inputs and hidden units.
But only a sixth of the hidden units connect to one output. n u s , this operates as six
parallel networks that share the same inputs.
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Figure 8.2: Input-output organization of the ANN.

8.53 Activation Function of the Nearons
The inputs shown in Figure 8.2 are simple nodes which simply pass the input to their
output.
Any hidden or output neuron has its connections coming from the pmeding layer and

is comected through weights as shown in Figure 8.3. The output is detcnnined by a
differentiable, non-linear activation function. The activation of cach of the inputs is
multiplied by an associated weight They an ail added to o n another and to a
weighted bias to form the input to the firing rule.

inputsfiom
neurons of
preceding layer

l

B (bias)

Figure 8.3: Input and Output connections of a neumn.

The firing rule used is a logistic hinetion given in equation 8.1 1531. The total
activation of thelIh neuron in the hidden layer due to the input vector p is given by:

Thmfore, the output of the th
hidden unit is:

L

2

I

-1 0

O
Total activation

5
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Figure 8.4: The charactedstics of the hidden and output neumn activationfinction

The characteristicsof the activation function show that the output function saturates to

either '1' or 'O' within a very small span o f the input. For k s t characterization of the
input vector, the total activation of every neuron in the network has to k within nonsaturable lirnits. This criteria can k closely met with pre-scaling of the inputs within -

1 and 1. Since the worst case scenario is different for each input, close investigation of

such situations was required to cornpute appropriate pre-scaling factors.
8.5.4 Learning Rule of the Network (Error Back-Propagation)

In order for a neural network to leam a certain relationship, data sets describing that
relationship must be presented. Such a data set consists of the input vector and the
associated target output vector. A good training set represents the full range of
expected inputs and desired outputs. The network learns its comection weights by
minimizing the square error of the outputs. The e m r is the difference between the
actual and target outputs of the training sample.

Training initialises with a given set of seed weights to the network. It then trains by
adjusting the weights of each connecter propagating backwards. The technique
exploits gradient information of the e m r function.
For an input vector p the error function Epis:

where tw is the desired output of pattem p and O, is the actual network output. Error

E for al1 patterns in the training set is the sum of al1 pattern errors.

Minimisation of the error E is the task of a gradient search. The weight updating
process follows the direction of negative gradient and the change in weight w, is as
follows.

Learning rate q, is the gradient or the rate of descent towards the minima in the e m r
hyper plane, computed by the line search technique used. There are many line
searching techniques [51] that can be used such as steepest descent, conjugate
gradient, quasi Newton, based on the first derivative of the activation function.

From these many possibilities the 'Conjugate Gradient' mhhization was chosen to
train the network. This technique is proven to be suited for a variety of multi-

dimensional minimization problems. More importantly, it is also a method which
generally needs far less tuning on the initial leaming parameters for fast and proper
convergence [53].
Thus, for any given layer of weights, the required change in a weight for error
minimization is a function of the learning rate, the input patterns, the target outputs

and the existing values of weights. Thus, weights can be updated by recursive
calculation of weight changes, moving backwards in the network fiom output layer to
the input layer. This process is iterated until the total error reduces within a
satisfactory limit.

85.5 Training and Test Input-Output Data Vceton
Training and test samples are an input-output vector, containhg examples fiom the

complete domain of pre-fault operathg and fault conditions of the systern for which
the network is supposed to be functional. The training vector is presented to the
network for adjusting its weights. When the network is trained the test data are
presented for testing the network performance. For best performance of the network it
is understood that the training set be representative of al1 possible fault and non-fault
conditions of the system.
However, the parameters that determine voltage and current levels at measuring
points, during faults on a transmission system, are continuous quantities. For the
purpose of generating finite sets of training and test data, these parameters were
quantized as discussed below

Distance to Fault. Faults simulated for generating the training data were at distances
varying fkom 0%

- 100% down the transmission line, in steps of 10%. Thus eleven

discrete points on the transmission lhe were set up to simulate faults.

Fault Inception Point on the Waveform. Six quidistant points (by phase angle) of
fault inception on a voltage waveform were chosen to generate data for the training
set.

Fault Resistance. Three different fault resistances were considered They were

On,

10Q and 20n The highest ground resistance considered is approximately 50% of the

total line impedance.

Type of Faults. Restricting the study to only short circuit faults the number here is

discrete, finite, and manageable without M e r simplification. Table 8.1 shows the
possible types of faults on a double circuit or a six phase transmission Iine.
Quantization process of continuous variables reduces the possible infinite number of
faults to a finite set of:
11 x 6 x 3 x 120 = 61,280

cases for a given pre-fault operathg point. However, ody a randomiy selected 1000
faults made up the initial training data set. Another 1000 cases contributed to the test
data.
Table 8.1: Possible types offaults on a double circuit or sir phase transmission line

I

Fauit type

possible
combinations

single line to ground

6

double line to ground

15

three line to ground

20

four lins to p u n d

1.5

Jive line to ground

6

six line to ground

2

double line

15
--

three line
four line

five iine

-

I

I

The voltages and currents on a oetwork, resulting fiom a fault, depend on its pre-fault
operating point as much as on the conditions of the fault itself However, information
of a given operating condition can be readily made available to the relay unit.

Therefore, a set of network weights is trained ody within a small range of pre-fault
operating conditions. Many such sets of weights may then be required to make the
network functional for the complete domain of operating conditions. Adaptive on-line
switching between different sets of weights for different ranges of pre-fault operating
conditions considerably reduces the complexity of the task assigned to the network.
This in turn reduces the complexity of the network structure and the training process.
Changing the point of pre-fault operation changes the values of the input data, but
does not change the nature of the problem itself. Therefore, the network structure that
trains for a given operating range of the system is almost guaranteed for its trainability
for any other range of operating conditions. However, due to the differences in the
magnitudes of the inputs, at various operating conditions, the same weights can not be
expected to give the best of perfomances in the entire operating domain.
Nevertheless, it is worth while testing a trained set of weights for a wider range of
operating conditions. Appropriate adjustment of simply the pre-scaling factors could
improve the performance within some ranges.
The following are some other parameters that influence the voltages and currents on
the system during a fault. They also determine the pre-fault operating point of the
transmission system.

Direction of Power Flow. Two separate sets of training and test data were generated
for two directions of power flow, into (also refmed to as 'forward' direction in this
document), and out of (reverse) the relay.

Pte-Fault Power Flow. Only the operating power level of 90% of the system rating
was included in the training set presented to the network.

Source Impedances. Training data was only generated for one set of source
impedances. However, the network was tested for stronger and weaker sources.
ïbble 8.2: Source Impedances of rhe Transmission Netwark
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8.5.6 Training and Test Data Generation

Training and test data were produced on the PSCAD/EMTDC'~ simulation tool for
the double circuit mode1 described in section 4.1. The mode1 was set up to nui to its
steady state operation of 90% rated forward power flow, and simulate any of the
possible 6 1,280 types of faults.

The network is meant to detect the faults on the fly as they appear. Therefore, it has to
be presented with both no-fault and fault data for training. From every simulated case,

a 2.5 cycle window of sampled input-output &ta vectors contributed to build the
complete training set. Half a cycle of the window consisted of the pre-fault data,

whereas the rest were of the fault. Al1 the input data are in their phasor form. Thus,
with a sampling rate of 16 sarnples pedcycle, 40 data vectors added to the training set
fiom each simulated fault.

8.6

Conclusions

The fundamental design details and the basic setting up to train the artificial neural
network that is expected to aid the distance relay on a double-circuit transmission
configuration is established. Reporteci applications of neural networks and the finding
of the behaviour of neural computing techniques are used to keep the network
structure simple.
The neural network, which is expected to operate in parallel with the rest of the
impedance elements, uses the fùndamental voltage and current phasors derived fiom
the same data pre-processing units of the APT relay. Because the faulted phases will
then be detected by the two independent units, the impedance relays and the neural
network, a simple trip logic can be developed to identify those phases which are
detected as faulted by both units. Thus, a more confident trip decision, which will
eiiminate most of the sympathy trips due to the mis-operated impedance elements of
the distance relay, c m be made. Aithough the trip logic to be used is not discussed in

this thesis, the idea of using the neural network is to sirnplify the needed trip logic.

CHAPTER 9

PERFORMANCE OF TEtE ANN TRAINED
FOR DOUBLE CIRCUIT LINE
APPLICATION
The initial design details of the artificial neural network that is proposed to aid the
distance relay functions on double circuit or six phase configurations were established
as discussed in CHAPTER 8. This chapter discusses exclusively the training process
of a candidate feed forward network structure to peflorm the intended task of
recognizing faulted phases on a double circuit transmission line configuration. It also
presents the testing criteria used, which defmes a successful and non-successful
diagnosis of faulted phases, and hally the detailed performance test results of the
ANN under various conditions.

9.1 Training for Double Circuit Transmission Line Application
9.1.1 Scaling of Input Data
A detailed investigation of the voltages and currents for different worst case fault

conditions was carried out to decide on scaling factors which confine the input
magnitudes within -1 and 1 for the activation function used (discussed in section

8.5.3). Table 9.1 shows the inputs of the ANN and their respective scaling factors.

Table 9.1:

ANN inputs and their scalingfactors for double c h i t application.
input description

Magnitudes of thefindamental
bus voltages in kV
Phases a, b and c @hase-ground)
Phase angles of thefindamental
bus voltages in radians
Phases a, b and c @liase-ground)
Magnitudes of thefundamental currenîsfor
circuits #1&2, in ki4
Phases al, bl, cl, a2, b2 and c2
-

-

Phase angles of thefundamental c u m n t for
circuit #I &2, in radians
Phases al, bl, cl. ~ 2b2, and c2

2 cycle dehyed
Magnitudes of thefundamental
common bus voltages in kV
Phases a, b and c @hase-ground)
2 cycle debyed
Phase angles of thefirndarnental
common bus voltages in radians
Phases a, b and c @hase-ground)
2 cycle delayed
Magnitudes of thefundamental currentsfor
circuits #1&2, in kA
Phases al, bl, cl, a2, 62 and c2

2 q d e dehyed
Phase angles of thefundamental cumnts for
circuits #1&2, in radians
Phases al, bl, cl, a2, b2 and c2

# of inputs

Scaling factor

9.1.2 Network Structure and Training

The successful performance of a neural network lies in its ability to generalize the
problem well. Generalization ability is hfluenced by the size and efficiency of the
training set, the network structure and the complexity of the problem itself [52].
Clearly, the two factors to be manipulated for best results are the training set and the
nurnber of hidden units in the neural network. A large nurnber of weights in
cornparison to the amount of information presented in the training data, tends to lead
the network to memorize training data. Mernorisation is essentially a look up table
formed through the training vectors, which implies that the input-output mapping is
not smooth enough for generating acceptable outputs for inputs other than those in the
training set. On the other hand, the number of weights need to be large enough to
pararneterize the characteristic features of the training patterns that produce outputs
with acceptable accuracy.

The training set consisting of one thousand randomiy chosen fault cases, each
contributing 40 pattern vectors, was initialiy chosen as the training set to construct the
neural network for double circuit application. The faults in the training set were
simulated maintaining the same pre-fault operating power flow of the transmission
system. However, the initial attempts of training using this training set, with various
numbers of hidden neurons, proved to be ineffective due to the excessive amount of
redundant information. This resulted in poor convergence of the error function and
prolonged training durations.

Therefore, selecting an efficient training set which well represented the problem was
another trial and error process that had to be done hand in hand with choosing the
suitable number of hidden units for the network.
The network that trained with acceptable accuracy for double circuit application has
20 hidden units per each output neuron. As discussed in section 8.5.2, the complete

network that performs successfully to diagnose the faulted phases on the McCalmontSpringdale double circuit transmission system therefore required 32 inputs, 120

hidden neurons, and 6 output neurons.
The set of faults which resulted in zero sequence currents above a certain threshold for
the two independent circuits as well as for al1 six phases, qualified as a satisfactory
training set. These cases were picked fkom the thousand faults that made up the initial
training set.
For pattern-classification using large redundant data bases, the pattern-by-pattern
approach of training tends to be orders of magnitudes faster. However, in the process it
also bas the tendency to unlearn or forget the patterns presented earlier. Therefore, the
technique of batch leaming was adopted in this case even at the expense of longer
training times.
The neural network simulation tool used, XERION, was configureci to train the
designeci feed forward network using the PSCADIEMTDC~~
generated voltage and
current information, The interfacing component describeci in section 3.2.12. converted
the sampled and scaled voltage and cunent inputs to the XERION compatible format.

The entire training set was generated through repetitive execution of the fault cases on
PSCAD/EMTDC models of the transmission system.

9.2 Testing of the Neural Nehvork
The neural network shulator provides a batch tesMg feature to a given test data set.

In that, the total error for the entire test data set is computed as an estimation of the
ANN performance. Clearly such a number, which is uitended for dynamic

performance, is largely inadequate for evaluation of the network performance.
Therefore, the ANN was modelled on the PSCAD/EMTDC package for testing its
performance on a case by case basis, for a chosen set of test data.
9.2.1 Criteria for Successful Diagnosis of Faulted Phases

Performance of the neural network is considered successfiil if the network outputs
corresponding to the faulted phases go 'high' within two cycles fiom the inception of
the fault. However, in the cases where 2 or 3 phases of a circuit are faulted, 2 or 3

outputs turning 'high' is considered successful performance. For example, if only the
outputs for phases al and bl were 'high' for a al-bl-clgfault, the network outputs are
considered valid. This validation is based on the fact that, having two faulted phases to
ground on a circuit makes three pole trip of the circuit compulsory.
For the sarne reason, ANN detecting al1 three phases as faulted for a double line to
ground fault is valid as well. However, if the network detects ail three phases as

faulted for an inter-circuit double line fault, it is considered a misaperation. In such a
situation, single pole tripping may really clear the fault and ailow for two phase

operation of the circuit, whereas mis-detection of three faulted phases violates such
flexibility.

in the event that at least one phase of the circuit is detected in its 'high' state for longer
than half a cycle continuously, the network is considered to have recognized a fault
with sufficient confidence. In response to such a detection, the delayed inputs of the
voltages and currents to the network are hzen. This is doue in order to speed up the

rest of the decision making process of the network by helping to maintain the pre-fault
operating point information unchanged.

9.3 Performance of the Trained Artificial Neural Network.
Figure 9.1 shows the block diagram of the digital distance relay with its neural
computing module proposed for double circuit application. The diagram shows the
data processing modules and decision making elements of the digital distance relay.

The logic that combines the trip signals is not shown.
In this section, simulation results for a number of faults are presented to demonstrate

both successfûl and mis-operations of the artificial neural network which operates in
parallel with the rest of the impedance elements in the distance protection scheme.
Other details concerning its performance on the double circuit transmission
configuration are also discussed.
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Figure 9.1: Block diagram of the relay elements and the neural faulted phase deteetor.

93.1 The Successfbl Response of the ANN to a Simpk Une to Grocind Fault
Figure 9.2 shows the outputs of the artificial neural network against the ûuget outputs

for a simple al-g fault at 10%distance to the measuring point. The fault is simulated
while the system is opcrating et the 90% rated power level. The tirne axis is marked
zero for the time of incidence of the fault. The target output for phase al is iidicating a
'high* state immediately following the fault. The ANN output for phase a l goes 'high'
within less than 112 a cyck of the fiindamental fquency. and stays 'high'
continuously denoting a fault on phase al. The rest of the outputs remain in the 'low '
state as expected.

Figure 9.2: The M N und target outputsfor a phase ai-gfault ut 10% disronce to the
measuring point.

9.33 ANN Cenerates Short Duration '
Hi@' mag!9

Figure 9.3: ANN and target outputsfor a al -61-g fault ut 10%distancefron the
measuring point.

Figure 9.3 shows the ANN response to a al-br-g fault. The faultd phases a l and bl
are detected by the ANN within half a cycle. A h , about 2 cycles following the fault a
short duration 'high' flag appears for the output of phase a2, which only lasts for less
than 5 sarnpks. This type of mis-opecation is observed in m

e other fault situations as

well. In most such cases the high pulse only lasted for less than five samples.
Observing the inputs to the ANN during thcsc sudden short high pulses revealed that,
the sudden rapidly changing nature of the phase angle inputs was the dominant cause.

The rapid variations are the changes of angles nom 360' to 0'. However, it was also
observed that such mis-operations occurred even when al1 inputs were srnoothly
varying, and they can simply be attributed to the ANN error itself, which can easily be
rectified with a block averaging technique.
The discontinuous nature of the phase angles may be eliminated by using the cosine or
the sine function of the angle as the input. This not only provides smooth continuity,

but also the required pre-scaling to the inputs. Although such a pre-scaler introduces
additional non-linearity to the problern, it may improve the dynamic performance of
the ANN. However, this is an idea that was not experimented in this thesis.

Pulses of short duration can be ignored in the trip logic by attaching a tirner with each
ANN output. Thus separating the more confidently detected faulted phases fkom the

less confidently detected ones is not an impossible task. This is especially mie when
the short pulses occur about a cycle later than the rest of the high outputs, and

therefore the influence of the mis-detection on the final trip decision is minimal.
Therefore, adding to the perfomance critena, the ANN detecting the faulted phases,
even with short high pulses that do not lest longer than 6 samples, is considered a
successfùl operation.

9.3.3 ANN Response to Increaseà Distance to Fault

in order to investigate the general trend of the network response time for vaned fault
distances, the same fault was simulated at different locations on the transmission line.

Figure 9.4 shows the phase-q output of the network for the same al-gmund fault at
distances 10%. 40% and 809b nspcctively against the tacget output.

The ANN msponds with a delay of about 6 samples for the fault at 10% distance. The
response time is incnased to 7 and 8 samples for distances 40% and 80%rcspectively.
This is a typical example of the general trend of ANN rcsponse tirne with the distance
to fault. Faster rrsponse is observeci for close-up faults. the same as for the impedance
elements of the distance rclay.

Figure 9.4: Cornpurison of the response time ofANIN output for a, -g faults ut diflerent
locations on the transmission line.

Figure 9.5 shows the voltage and cumnt waveforms at the relay point for the same
a l - g fault, for diffemnt fault distances. The smaller changes in the cumnts and

voltages explain the longer response time of the ANN for ternote end faults.

Figure 9.5: Instantaneous voltage and curmnt of the faulted phase for al -g fault ut
IO%, 40% and 80% distances.

93.4

ANN is bsendtive <O the Fault Inception Point on the Wave

The neural network outputs werc found to be almost independent of the point of fault
inception on the wave. The fault ai-bi-c2-ghas three faulted phases. Figure 9.6 shows
the outputs for the faulted phases, during the ar-bl-c2-g fault, with onset at six

different points on the wave. The outputs of the unfaulted phases stay 'low'

continuously. This is a typical rcsponse which makes it apparent that the outputs are
unchanged for varieci fault inception points.

time (sec)

Point of incepth of fauit

on wave

Figure 9.6: ANN outputsfor foulted phases during ar-br-c2-gfa&, withfault
Niception ut six dtrerent points on the wave.

The exponentially decaying dc component following a fault is very much dependent
on the point of fault inception. However, the inputs to the network are the fundamental

voltages and cumnts of the systmi at the relay point Thus. this paraineter, justifiably,
has little or no influence on its pafomancc.

93.5 Influenceof Fault ResManœ on the Am Ortprts

Figure 9.7: ANN output of phase-al for a al -g fault with 0.10 and 20 nfault
resistance respectively.

As can be seen in Figure 9.7, the fault rcsistance has a distinct influence on the ANN
output. The

ANN output indicates the fault 9 sarnpling intervals following the

incidence of the fault, for zero fault resistance, whereas it is delayed by 4 more
sampling intervals when the fault resistance increases to lm Further increase to a
2ûQ fault nsistance results in a non-sustained 'high' pulse for the faulted phase

output. According to the test criteria the latter is coasidered an unsuccessful operation
of the ANN.
The voltage and current waveforms foilowing a fault largely depend on the fault
impedance and it is reflected in the neural network outputs.

9.4

ANN Test Results

As discussed in section 8.5.5, two separate sets of weights were trained for forward
and reverse power flows on the double circuit traasmission system. The training data

for both networks were generated maintainhg a pre-fault operating condition of 90%
rated power flow.
This section discusses theu general performance under various fault situations. The
performance investigations are based on a large test set of a thousand randomly
generated fault cases. The test set was ensured not to consist of any fault cases from
the training set, in order that the networks' generalization ability be properly tested.
9.4.1

ANN Performance for Diierent Fault Locations

The artificial neural network was tested for its perfomance, maintaining the sarne prefault power flow on the transmission line. A thousand test faults simulated were at

distances varying fiom 10% to 90% along the transmission line. Figure 9.8, shows the
perceotage of successful operations by the ANN, for faults at various distances. It is
seen that the best performance of the ANN is when the fault occurs close to rnid-way
of the transmission line. The perfomance for remote faults deteriorates due to changes

in the inputs to the ANN being of low magnitudes. Thus, it fails to accurately pick al1
the faulted phases on the system. This however, is not a critical problem as the remote

end relay can be expected to detect those faults with higher accuracy. The close up
faults tend to cause large changes in the inputs of the ANN. Such large changes in
inputs seem to appear to the ANN as much more severe faults than they are. Therefore,
close-up faults cause the ANN to detext healthy phases as faulted as well. Thus the
deteriorated performance of the ANN for close-up faults is not a reflection of poor
reliability but of poor security.
It is also evident that the overall performance of the network trained for reverse prefauIt power flow is bettet than the network trained for forward power flows. Although
the same network structure, selection criteria of training set, and the test criteria were

maintained the same for both, there is a fundamental difference in the inputs to the two
networks during a fault. The network used for forward pre-fault power flow,
expenences a power reversal at the inception of fault, and the one used for reverse
power flow does not. The difierences in the performances of the two networks is

attributed to this reason. However, the overall distance relay scheme on the
transmission network will have two relays on either end, one on forward power flow
mode and the other on reverse. In which case they c m compensate for each others
performance. Pre-scaling the phase inputs to the network using sine or cosine
fùnctions may help elhinate the differences in the two networks as well. However, as
mentioned before, it is only a technique foreseen as a possible improvement to the
network performance, and was not expehented with during the course of the project.
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Figure 9.8:ANN performance variation with distance to the fault: (a)Network
operatedfor forward pre-fault power @W. (b)Network operated for reverse pre-foult
paver j b v s .
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Figure 9.9: Cornparison of M N performance for pn-Jtaultpowerjlbws of 90% a d
100%. Same neiwork weights arc used.

Although the network weights were trained with faults simulated while the
transmission system delivered 90% of the rated power, it was also tested for its
performance for other levels of prefault operating power flows. Changing the pre-fault
operating point mostly scaled the inputs to the ANN proportionately and therefore, the
weights trained for 90% power level were sa1 able to perform with some accuracy for
power flows around it. Figurp 9.9 demonstrates the network performance for a 10%
increase in the prefault power flow levels. Figure 9.10 shows the general performance
for various other prefault operating points, as the distance to fault varies. The
performance analysis is based on a sample of a thousand test fault cases at each level

of pre-fault power flow. The tests are p e r f o d separately for forward and reverse
neural networks.
The performance analysis in Figure 9.10, shows very poor performance for 40%
prefault power flow levels. Therefore as suggested at the design stage, a second set of
weights for lower powes levels is necessary.
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Figure 9.10: Comprison ofANN performancefor pre-fault operating levels of Po%,
80%,70%,60%,50% and 40% of rated p e r j b w .
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Figure 9.11:Neural network perfonttance for finefaults and g m u d faults of various
fault resistances.

In section 9.3.5, it was shown that the network response times wert increased with the

increase in fault resistance. The same trend is observed in the general performance
analysis, when the performance drops with the increase of fault nsistancc. The

percentages are based on the network performance for aii pre-fadt power levels of
100% to 50% of the rating, i.e. is a total of six thousand test cases, for each network.
Note that for line-line faults and ground faults of zero fault resistance, the network
performances are fairly accurate except for remote end faults. Thus it is appropriate
that the proposed scheme be operational only for low impedance faults. It is well
known that special techniques have to be used for detecting high impedance faults and
it ho!ds true for this case as well.
9.4.4 ANN Performance for DUferent Source lmpedances

The sarne networks were tested for thei. performance with different source
impedances. As can be expected, the network performance was observed
unsatisfactory when the sources were weaker than what they were trained for. They
were also tested with stronger sources and the results for a pre-fault power flow level
of 90% rated is shown in Figure 9.12. In the case of reverse power flow, the steady
bus voltages of a strong system has helped to maintain higher network performance
even for far end faults.

The positive and zero sequence impedances of the strong sources are half of those
ones used originally for training. The test results are for the transmission system with
strong sources at both ends.
Obviously, the best approach is to bave different sets of weights trained for predictable
large topological changes of the transmission systern.
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9.5 Cornparison of the M p Signais fmm the ANN and the APT

Impeàance Elements
In order to diractly comprur the peifmance of the ariificial neural network unit and
the ground and line impcdmcc ekments of the Alpha Power Technology relay, a few

fault cases are presented with their respective trip signals. The ANN which is issuing a
trip signal to each individual faulted phase is compared with an equivalent zone-one
and zone-two trip signal derived using the trip signals of the ground and line
impedance elements of the APT relay. The logic that derives the zone trips for each
phase, using the trip signals fiom the impedance elements are as follows.
(Zone-one hi~)Phase-ul.2= G101.2

+

L1a1,2b1.2

= l c 1.2a1.2

9.1

(Zone-one@)phase-bI.2 = G1bl.2

+

L 1 a ~ . 2 b+
~ .L1b1.2c1.2
~

9.2

(Zone-one~ ~ ) ~ h a s e - c=l G1cl.2
.t

+

L1b1.2cl,2

9.3

+

L2a~
,2bl.2 + L2c 1.2a1.2

eoneem0
Irip)phnse-1.2 =

G20

1.2

(zone-mo Di~)phase-b1.2= G2bl,2
(Zone-mo
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+

+

L1cl.2a1.2

+ L2a~,2bl.2+ L2b1.2cl.2

+ L2bl.2cl.2 + L2c~.2al,2

9.4
9.5
9.6

GI and G2 signals are the zone-one and zone-two ground impedance relay trip signals
of the phases denoted by the subscripts. Similarly L I and L2 are the line impedance

relay trips for zone-one and two respectively, for the phases shown in subscripts. The

+ sign in the logic expressions is a logic OR operation. It should be noted that the trip
signals fiom the directional impedance elements are excluded in these tests for ease of
direct cornparison.
The ANN used here is the one trained to detect faults for pre-fault power flow of 90%
of the rated power in the reverse direction (i.e. h m McCalmont to Sprindale). The
pre-fault power flow is maintained at 90% of the rated value during the tests as well.
However, the fault cases are not necessarily nom the training or the test sets used
during the training and testhg phases of the ANN.

Figure 9.13 shows the cornparison of the zone-oneand two trip signals derived using
the above equations ( equation 9.1 to equation 9.6). with the ANN trip signals for a
single-line to ground fault at 1096 distance. The faulted phase is phase-cil and it is a
zone-one fault. As sen in the figure, the ANN trip for the faultbd phase cornes faster
than the zone-one trip €romthe impeâance eiements. It also issues a signal only for the

faulted phase wkreas the impedance üips corn for both phases al and cl, apparently
due to a trip in a line impdance elemnt

Figure 9.13: Cornparison of trip s i g ~ l s f i o mthe ANN and the zone trips of the APT
impedance elements.for a al -g fault at 10% distance.

The following test results in Figure 9.14 to Figure 9.17 also demonstrate the sarne
trend in the trip signals. That is. the ANN trips are confincd to the faulted phases and
they are in general faster than the impedance zone-one trips for both ground and non-

ground faults. Zone-two trips, which generally have a time grading incorporated, will

actually occur later than when they arc shown on the fiprrs. nKreforc they too
generally will be slower than the ANN trips evcn if they s e m i faster on the figures.

Figure 9.14: Comparison of trip sigmls/ron the A N .a d the zone trips of the APT
impedance elements,for a al -623fault at 10% distance.

Figure 9.15: Comparison of trip signalsjkm the ANN and the zone trips of the APT
impedance elements,for a al-61x2-gfault at 10% distance.
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Figure 9.16: Comparison of trip signolsjbm the ANANnà the zone trips of the APT
impedance elements,fur a ai-blsl-a2-gfault ut 10% distance.
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Figure 9.1 7: Comparison of trip signais fiont the A M ! and the zone trips of the APT
impedance elements,for a al -61-c2fault ut 10% distance.

Figure 9.18 and Figure 9.19 below arc a rcpeat of the samc cornparisai of ANN and

APT trip signals, for rcmote faults at XM distance.
-ANN outpuî
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Figure 9.18: Cornparison of trip s i g ~ lfron
s
the ANN and the zone trips of the APT
impedance elements,for a al -b2-g fuult ut 90% distance.
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Figure 9.19: Cornparison of trip signalsJicomthe ANN and the zone trips of the APT
itnpedance elements,for a al -62fuult ut W% distance.

In these faults it is the zone-two üip that occurs for most of the fault situations and as
can be seen, the ANN picks the faulted phases accurately for both ground and aonground faults.
Thus the performance of the ANN is promising in this application. However, it
remains to be perfected for other prefault operation conditions and system topologies.
The trip signals from the ANN and the APT relay elements should then be optimally
combined using a trip logic to issue the final trip signals to the circuit breaker.

9.6 Cornparison of the Trip Sipals h m the ANN and the APT
Single-Pole Trip Logic
During fault conditions where single pole tripping is possible, it is always desirable to
have such provision in the relay algonthm. Thus the APT relay algorithm designed for
application on single circuit lines has a special logic given in equation 9.7 to equation
9.9 that combines the ground and line impedance trips coming fiom the impedance
elements for single pole tripping.

TvipB = (G,+ L a , + L,,

-- + L,,) [G, Ga G,] [G, G, - G,]

TripC = ( G , + Lab + Lb, + L,,)

[Ga

- q]

- -

[G, G, G,]

where

TripA, TripB and TripC are îrip signals to the phases a, b and c respectively.
signals are the zone-one ground impedance relay trip signals of the phases denoted by

the subscripts. Similarly Lobhca am the ü"e impcdana rclay trips for zone-one. for

the phases shown in subscript~.Tbe + sign in the logic expressions is a logic OR
operation and '.' is a logic AND. The bar ovcr the signal denotes a negation. It should

k noted that the trip signais from the directional impedance elernents an excluded in
these tests for eape of direct cornparison.

Analytical fault studies of single circuit systcms show that single line to gmund faults

cm cause line impeâanct trajcctories to movc to the trip zones.This logic ensures that
only the phase at fault is tripped during any singlaline-to-ground fault even if some

line impedance elements are trippcd. AI1 other fault conditions will nsult in a th=pole trip.

Figure 9.20: Cornparisonof trip s i g ~ lfmnr
s the ANN and the single-pole trip logic
of the APT relay algorithm,for a al-62-gfault ut 10% distance.

However, it proves inadequate for single pole mpping of double-circuit lines. An
inter-circuit double-line-to-ground fault (ar-bTg) is used to demonstrate the trip
signals generated by the single pole trip logic used on the two circuits on a doublecircuit transmission line. The ideal aigorithm in such a fault condition is expected to
oniy trip the two faulted phases al and b2 leaving al1 other poles in operation.
However, the logic fails to do so as s h o w in Figure 9.20. The trip in the first circuit is
g fault. The short
due to two ground impedance elements coming in operation d u ~ the
duration trip of al1 poles on the second circuit is due to a single line impedance trip
while al1 other irnpedance elements are indicating a no-trip. It initially trips both
circuits completely whereas the ANN outputs shown on the same figure secure the
operation of al1 the healthy lines for the same fault, trîpping only the two faulted lines.

9.7 Conclusions
Two artificial neural networks have been trained to detect faulted phases on the
McCalmont-Spnngdaledouble circuit transmission line. The ANN is proposed to be

implemented with the digital distance relay under investigation. The network
performance has shown prornising use of artificial intelligence in distance relays
particularly with respect to speed of operation and single pole tripping functions. The
neural network designed by no means is the optimal and some suggestions for
apparent improvement have been mentioned where appropriate. However, the results
provided in this chapter provide a basis to find a solution to the complex problem of
single ended protection on complex transmission networks.

Artificial intelligence seerns to be a potential solution to the complex protection
problem addressed in this study. However, it involves a long process of off-line
training and testing before it c m be implemented on an actuai network. This technique
can therefore only be justified if 100%accuracy can be achieved. Also, staged faults
on the system are not the way to generate training or test data. Therefore, a simulation
mode1 of the power system is a pre-reqiiisite for such a protection scheme. The mode1
however can be simplified appropriately, since the inputs to the neural networks
usually can tolerate a certain arnount of noise.
Some experirnents were done for designing a similar artficial neural network for a six-

phase transmission line conûguration. However, the experimentation did not mature to
a reportable degree.

CONCLUSIONS AND rmTURE WORK
10.1 Contributions
Development of an off-lhe software mode1 of the digital distance relay algorithms.
Tbe models have been extensively tested on PSCAD/EMTDC Electromagnetic
Transient Simulation Tml. They also have been compared with the actual relay
responses for various transmission network models. The models consist of both
general purpose data processing elements as well as the specific distance relay
elements and are available for use in the form of a library.
Models of a double circuit transmission line and a six phase transmission system
were set up on the PSCADIEMTDC simulation tool, with extensive details that

simulate accurate transients during faults. Proper dnvhg logic is set up to simulate
faults at different distances, on different points on the wave, with three different
fault resistances on the same system.
The digital distance relays are attached to each of these system models for testing.

Off-line faults studies were camed out on the two compact transmission systems
in order to identim the problems associated with the distance relays for short

circuit faults. The stuàies covered the complete spectrum of faults and revealed the

imp~rfixtionsof ground and line impedance relays as well as the directional
impedance algorithms in the respective application.
Modifications to the ground impedance relays have been proposed which
significantly improved the performance of the relay on the two compact
transmission line configurations discussed in the thesis.
The successfid exercise of modifjmg the APT relay with a current-balance
algorithm for application on the Winnipeg Hydm double circuit transmission line
has been demonstrated.
A neural network solution is investigated for improving the reliability and the

security of the distance relay scheme on double circuit transmission lines.
Performance of the neural network designeci is promising and eliminates doubts of
its use as a solution to the complex protection problem on the compact
transmission line configurations. However, it remains to be improved to fiawlessly
operate in various prefault operating conditions before any practical use is
justified.

10.2 Future Work
The current transfonners and potential transfomers were not rnodelled in the
course of the study, because the relay algorithms are based on the fuodamental

component of the voltages and currents. However, the saturation of the meastuhg
transfomers may have some effeet on the performances of the algorithms
investigated in the study. Therefore, these components have to be modelled for a
more complete evaluation of the protective algorithms, at least for relatively severe
fault conditions that nui the measuring tramformers into saturation.

The system transformer saturation was also not modelled in the study, again for the
reasons of keeping the initial studies within reasonabie sirnplicity. However,
system üansfomer saturation needs to be incorporateci in the models for a
complete evaluation of the protective apparatus.
The artificial neural network technique, proposed for enhancing the relay
performance on complex transmission configurations, is in its pre-mature stages
for implementing on a relay. It needs m e r irnprovement to be functional for al1
operating power levels. It also has to be perfected to eliminate al1 possible misoperations,
The contributions made do not complete a distance relay scheme that can be
applied to a double circuit transmission line without a trip logic that combines the
decisions made by the independent data processing elements. The final trip signal
issued to the circuit breaker needs to ensure single pole tripping wherever possible.
Therefore, careful designing of a trip logic that uses al1 the information fiom the
relay elements and the &cial

neural network would be another task for the

future. Depending on the necessities, another neural network can be used for this
purpose.
Cornpletion of the experiments on a neural faulted-phase detector for application
on a six-phase tmnsmission line. This exercise can aiso have an approach sirnilar
to that of the double circuit Iine.
Finally, by testing a prototype relay customized for an actual transmission line, the
proposals made in the course of the study can be validated.

10.3 Conclusions
The most comrnon technique of enhancing transmission capability, by increasing the
transmission voltage seem to have reached a plateau, due to the cost and
environmental concems. Multi-circuit transmission networks have been long known to
the utilities al1 over the world as a remedy for the problem of acquiring nght-of-way.

in the search for more compact and efficient transmission systems with minimal
electric fields and radio interferences, multi-phase lines have also emerged, although
still in an experimental stage.
The widely used distance protection schemes are now asked to be adaptable to these
various compact configurations of transmission lhes. Implementation of many
complementary protection algorithms is the best suited approach for enhancing the
adaptability of modem micro-processor based digital relay algorithms. They can also
benefit from the newly developed techniques, such as neural computing, for improving

their reliability and security. The proposais in the thesis exploit these philosophies to
modiQ the digital distance algorithm to suit the double circuit and six phase
transmission configurations, as a potential stand alone scheme, with suitable back up
protection.
However, protection engineering is an area where no scheme with the slightest doubt
i s tolerated. Therefore, the proposed neural nctwok scheme is still in its pre-mature

stage for any practical use. Never the less, with the demanded speed of operation,
neural networks which inherently have the parallel processing architecture is a
promising approach to the problems as complex as the one addressed here in this
project. The investigations are also in line with finding a more economical substitution
to the use of multiple, top-of-the-line, dissimilar protections schemes on compact

transmission systems.
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Positive Sequence Incremental Impedance
Computations
A.1 Computation of the Positive Sequence Incmmentpl Impedances
for a Throe-Phase SingieCircuit 'hnsmission Line
This section shows the computation of the positive scquencc incrcmental irnpcdance at
the busbar M for fonvard and reverse faults on a thrce-phase, single-circuit

transmission line.

busbar M

busbar N
Er

transmission fine
C

I

telay M

2'1

F

refayN

Zr/

Figure AI: Positive sequence network of a three-phase single-circuit transmission
line with a fault injbnt of the 'busbar M'.

The system parameters for the thne phase single circuit transmission system shown in
Figure Al are as follows.
Positive sequence impedance of the local source (near busbar M)

-

Positive sequence impedance of the rcmote s o u m (near busbar N)

Z,, ,

-

,

2,.,

Positive sequence impedance of the transmission Line = Ztl ,
Excitation voltage of the local source = El,
Excitation voltage of the remote source = Er,
Prefault current into the transmission line = I ,
Then the prefault voltage at busbar M is given by:
VI = EI-Zl,Il

The voltage at busbor M due to the fault at F (shown in Figure A 1):

= the positive sequence fault voltage at burbar M and

= the positive sequence fauit current measured into the transmission line at
busbar M.

If the incremental positive sequence voltage and current due to the fault at F are:

Frorn equations Al and AS,

For a foward fault, the positive sequence incremental impedance measured at the
busbar M is equal to the positive sequence impedance of the local source with a sign

reversal.
Similarly for a reverse fault at R,

transmission line

Er

Figure A2: Positive sequence neiwork ofa three-phase single-circuit transmission
line with a fault behind the busbar M

Then the prefault voltage at busbar Mis given by:
V I = E r + Z r l I l +Z,,Il

The voltage at busbar M due to the fault at R:

V l f r = the positive sequence fault voltage at busbar M due to fault at R and

Il/, = the positive sequence fûuit current measureâ into the transmission line at

Therefore, the incremental positive sequence voltage and current due to the fault at F
are:

Therefore,

The positive sequence incremental impedance measured at the burbar M, for a reverse
fault is equal to the positive sequence impedances of the rernote source and the
transmission line.
The equations A3 and A6 which are derived for the positive sequence network can

also be similarly derived for each phase on the three phase system. Therefore, these
equations can be extended to phases a, b and c on a thee phase system where al1
quantities are for the phase considered.
This derivation however, does not hold valid for double-circuit transmission line
configurations.

A.2 Computation of the Positive Sequence Incremental Impedances

for a Three-Phase Double-Circuit Transmission Line
The positive sequence incremental impedance seen by the directional relay on a
double circuit-line varies depending on the nature of the fault. The incremental
impedance seen due to three-phase-ground fault on one circuit is derived as follows.

transmWsion line

1-œ

2,

n<z,

(I-WZ,

relay M2

Figure A3: The double circuit transmission line and the positive sequence network
impedances.

The Thevenin equivalent positive scquence incremental impedance network is shown
in Figure A3, for a three phase to ground fault at F.

I

transmission 1,ine
l

u

A *

Figure A4: The Thevenin equivalent positive sequence incremental impedance
networkfor the double circuit line in Figure M.for a three- phase to gmund fault
ut E

The incremental current and voltage equations can be written as follows

also,

also,

from equation A 10 + equation A 1 1 ;

-Z, - A i , . [l +

$1

= -Zr. Ai,.+Z, Ai,.

Using equations A7 to A 12, it can be shown that,

For m=O,

-Zr (22,+ 2,)
Az'= 2~+22,+2, and

AZ, = -2 -2,.

Thus it is seen that the incremental positive sequence impedmce is not always equal to
the impedance of the local source for faults on a double circuit line configuration.

Appendix B

Transmission Line Data and Conductor
Configurations
B.l McCalrnont4pringdale Transmission Line Data
The data used for modelling the McCaImont-Springdaledouble circuit and six-phase
transmission h e s are as follows.
Conductor Configuration:

The 345 kV 3-phase double circuit line has six buadles with two sub-conductors in
each bundle. The line is 100 h in length. The conductor clearances are as shown

in Figure BI with a mid-span sag of 1.5 m [2) [32] 1331.
Transmission line current niting is 2.5 h
i based on its thermal operating limit of
3.2 kA, for a 3-phase double circuit operating configuration and an operating safety
milrgin of 20% 121.

Line Conductors:
6 1 strands of al1 aluminium conductors of 24.5 mm diameter. The DC resistance of
the conductors is 0.0807 R/km.

7116 steei conductors with a conductor radius of 1 .O9728 cm and a DC resistance

A value of 100 fin, typical for Manitoba, is chosen for ground nsistivity bascd

on data provided by Manitoba Hydro.
gmund wires

* l+
circuit #I

@@

m.

t"

circuit #2

Figure BI :Conductor configurationfor the thm-phase double cimuit line.

The same conductor configuration is used for the six phase transmission line without
the ground wires.

B.2 Pointe du Bois Transmission Line Data

I
'1

1
I
1 3 7 -7

Configuration 1

1

I

Configuration 2

I

Figure 82: Conductor configuations of the Pointe du Bois transmission line (al1
lengths in meters)

The 69 kV tbree-phase transmission line ruas on two sets of towers which are erected

on the sarne right of way. These towers have varying configurations along the length of
the tine. The four circuits are named P l , P2, P3 and P4.

The tower structure and the spacing are such that four basic conductor configurations
can be identifieci. Three of these shown in Figure B2, were with circuits PI and PZ on
one tower and the circuits P3 and P4 on another. The fourth configuration has al1
circuits on the same tower, but this was not modelled due to the insignificant distance
of line covered by this tower structure.

Table B. 1: Heights to Conducror Positions.
Conductors

Height (meters)

The complete line was broken down to 14 segments to be able to transpose and to
change to correct conductor configurations in the model. The details of each segment
are given in Table B.2.

Table B.2: Conduetor Segment Information.

Segment

length

distance

(km)

(Imi)

conductor
comments

phase order in
p s itions 1 12

Rover

bca ;ab ai;-abc

change of con$

bca cab abc abc

transpose P3

1 bca cab cab cab

transpose al1

1 cab bca bca bca

-

guration
-

-

transpose P3,P4

cab bca abc abc

transposePI.P2 abcabcabcabc
transpose P3,P4
- -

3

1

-

abc abc cab cab

-

change of conj

abc abc cab cab

transpose al1

1 bca cab bcn bca

10

6.12

75.96

3

transpose P3,P4

bca cab abc abc

12

15.13

89.00

3

transpose P3,P4

cab bca cab cab

13

12.39

104.13

3

transpose al1

abc abc bca bca

14

7.08

116.52

3

123.60

transpose P3?P4 abc abc abc abc
Pointe du Bois

abc abc abc abc

Conductor data for the Winnipeg transmission line are as follows:

Line Conductors:
278.6 kCM AAC

- Consists of 19 aluminium strands (each 0.021

"

diameter), in

three concentric rings of 1,6 and 12 strands. The overall diameter of the Ihe

conductors is approximately 0.605". DC resistance of the conductors is 0.2 129 N
km.

Ground Conductors (P3and P4):

318" Steel - Consists of 7 steel strands (each 0.120" diameter), in two concentric

rings of 1 and 6 strands. The overall diameter of the ground conductors is
approximately 0.360. DC resistance of the ground wires is 3.42 NRnl.
Total length of transmission üne:
123.6 km.
The self and mutual impedances of the transmission lines were provided for positive,

negative and zero sequences. These same impedances were obtained ushg the
transmission line set up on EMTDC 20 conductor 'Bergeron' Iine modei, for
cornpanson ( Table 8.3). The discrepancies were attributed to the possible assumption

of perfect transposition etc. in the calculation of impedances that were provided.

Table 8.3: Comparison of Impedancesfor the transmission lines.

+/- seq. SerfImpedance PI

+/- seq. Selflmpedance P2

+/- seq. SerImpedance P3
+/- seq. Selflmpedance P4
O seq. SelfImpedance of Pl

0 seq. Seifïrnpedance of P2
O seq. SelfImpedance of P3
- --

-

--

-

O seq. Mutual Impedance of
P1//P2

O seq. Mutual Impedance of
PUP3
O seq. Mutual Impedance of
PI/P4
O seq. Mutual Impedance of
P2/.3

O seq. Mutual Impedance of
P2/P4

Validation Test of Poinie du BorS lkansmission
Line Mode1
Recorded data for different faults on the system were made available for testing the
Pointe du Bois transmission line model. This section presents the results of the

validation test cases.

The recording equipment coupled to the circuits P3 and P4, at the Rover terminal
station, stores 0.3 seconds of information in the event of a fault, with 0.1 sec of it as
pre-fault data. The sampling rate used is 16samples per cycle.
Since fairly short transmission line segments are used a 10 ps time step was used in
the simulations. The frequency dependant line model has the limitation of a maximum

of 10 conductors per corridor. Therefore, the Bergeron line model was used in the

simulations. This transmission line model is not as accurate as the fiequency
dependent model for harmonies. Therefore only the 60 Hz component of voltages and
currents along with their sequence components were used for comparison of the
recorded and simulation data.
Recorded pre-fault data exhibited a small degree of imbalance in the voltage at the
Rover HV bus. The EMTDC source model was appropnately modifieci for simulation
of this effect.

C.1 Case Studies
Al1 pre-fault operating points were derived based on the pre-fault recorded
information except in one case where the data were insufficient. The operating point
for that particular case was nom another set of data recorded around the same time of
the day. Line impedances used are those derived h m simulations. Circuits Pl and P2
are considered ON or OFF as appropriate.
In alrnost al1 of these faults, the distance to fault is unlaiown. Therefore the distance on
the mode1 is set by trial and error to give a best match of currents and voltages at fault.

Considerable effort was made to maintain the angle of fault inception the same as in
the recorded data, in al1 cases.
Details of system operating point,
dynarnics on the system, identified according to the recorded data,
approxirnate distance to the fadt as found by trial and error (does not apply for
other dynarnics like circuit breaker operations etc.) and
cornparison of sirnulated and recorded data,
are briefly discussed.
The case is identified by the date it occurred. Scaling factors for voltage and current

are 600: 1 and 80:I respectively. ûperating point information was denved taking
Rover end HV bus voltage as the reference phasor.

Results obtained using EMTDC simulations and the processed recorded data, for al1
the cases discussed above, are plotted on the same graphs for cornparison. (Note: Al1
angles corresponding to small amplitudes were set to zero).

C.1.1 Case 94-0330.000
Operating point information
Rover source voltage Er,, = 65.77L-1.5'

kV(1ine - line rms)

Pointe source voltage Epin = 8.47L 15.9q0 kV (line-line mis on the LV bus)
Both circuits P 1 and P2 were set 'ON'.
Information on type of fault: c-phase to p u n d fault on circuit P3. Circuit breaker
at Rover end is opened approximately 61myclesafier inception of fault.
Approximate distance to fault is 45 km ffom Rover.
Cornpanson of results.
The simulation data did not follow the decreasing trend the b-phase current of
circuit P4 displays during fault.

The drop in current of b-phase of P3 and c-phase of P4 are not as much as in actual
data.
Zero sequence currents were more than expected, where as negative sequence
currents were less than expected.
Sequence current errors were more in the circuit P4.
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(b) Fundarneniel Voltage and Current Magniiudes

Comparison of recorded and simulated magnitudes of the
jùndaniental voltages and currents case 94-0330.000
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(d) Magnitudes of Sequence Voltages and Currenis
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(e) Angles of Sesuencc LoItages and Currents

Comparison ofrecorded and simulated angles
of the sequence voltages and currerits case 94-0330.000
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C. 1.2 Case 94-0410.000

Operating point information
Rover source voltage E,, = 66.18 L-1.22'

kV (line - line rms)

Pointe source voltage Epin = 8.25 L 15.8 kV (Line-line rms on the LV bus)
Both circuits Pl and P2 ON
information on type of fault: b-phase to p u n d fault on circuit P3. Circuit breaker
at Rover is opened approximately 5 112cycles after inception of fault.
Approximate distance to fault is 4 1 Rm fiom Rover.
Cornparison of results. (Results not attacheci)
The simulation data did not follow the decreasing trend the a-phase current of
circuit P4 displayed, during fault.

The drop in currents of other phases were not as much as in actual data.
Zero sequence currents were greater in magnitude than expected, where as
negative sequence currents were less.
Sequence current errors were more in the circuit P4 after fault clearance.

C.1.3 Case 94-0414.000
Operating point information
Sarne as for Case 94-04 10.000, but circuit P4 is OFF
information on type of fault: Re-closure of Rover end circuit breaker on a b-phase
to ground fault on circuit P3. Circuit breaker re-opens approximately 3 in cycles

Approximate distance to fault is 9 km fbm Rover.
Cornparison of results.
Fault phase current and the sequence current magnitudes were satisfactory. But the
phase angIe of these currents were off by about 18'.
The current transformer saturation seen in the recordeci data was not simulated.
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Cornparison of recorded and simulated angles of thefundamental voltages and
currentsfor case 94-0414.000

Cm
1.4 Case 94-0608.000

Operating point information

Rover source voltage Er,, = 66.42 L-0.97 kV (line - line mis)
Pointe source voltage Epin =

4L10*91kV (line-he mis on the LV bus)

Both circuits P 1 and P2 ON
Information on type of fault: c-phase to ground fault on circuit P4. Circuit breaker
at Rover end is opened approximately 3in cycles after inception of fault.
Approximate distance to fault is IO h h m Rover.
Comparison of results.
Differences seen in this case were similar to al1 other cases of single line to ground
faults discussed.

C.1.5 Case 94-0608.001
Operating point information
This case follows from the Case 94-608.000. Therefore has the same operating
point. The circuit P4 was not in operation. P 1 and P2 were considered 'ON'.
Information on type of event: Circuit breakers on P3 were opened.
Comparison of results.
The information available was insufficient to judge the compatibility of results
because both circuits did not have currents flowing through them afier the event.
The match in voltages was good.
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Comparison of recurded and simulated angles of
the sequence voltages and currentsfor case 94-0608.001
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C. 1.6 Case 94-0608.002

Operating point infonnation
Has the same operating point as for the two cases above. Pl, P2 and P4 ON and P3
OFF.

Information on type of event: P3 is put back in operation, this even was a follow
up of event discussed in case 0608.001.

Cornparison of results.
A fairly good match was seen in this case. Possibly because the dynamics does not

involve any zero sequence currents which was the likely cause of most of the
discrepancies. Also this case does not involve any arnbiguous information such as
the distance to the fault etc.
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C. 1.7 Case 94-0617.000

Operating point information

-

Rover source voltage Er,, = 66.86 L-û.7g0 kV (line line rms)
Pointe source voltage Epin = 8.0918.74' RV(1ine-line mis on the LV bus)
Both circuits P 1 and P2 ON
Information on type of fault: Seemed to be a three phase to ground fault on al1 four
circuits. But it also displayed some imbaiance in the system during fault. Another
line to b-phase to ground fault was simulated on circuit P2 to account for the
higher voltage &op exhibited on phase b. The exact type of fault was not clearly
identifiable. The fault seemed to persist for approximately 3in cycles.
Approximate distance to fault:

The three-phase fault was simulated 27.2 km fiom Rover. b-g fault of P2 was set at
4.6 miles fiom Rover.

Comparison of results.

No conclusive cornparisons were made, since the fault was not exactly identified.
Cm
1.8 Case 94-0702.000
Operating point infonnation

Rover source voltage Er,, = 66.65 L-û.86O kV (line - line mis)
Pointe source voltage Epin = 8.16 L9.5 kV (line-line rms on the LV bus)
Both circuits P 1 and P2 ON

Information on type of fault: b-c-g fauit on circuits P3 and P4. Approximately 2.6
cycles later a-g fauit occurs on circuits P 1 and P2.
The fault on circuits P3 and P4 are cleared 3 112 cycles after fault inception. The
other fault seems uncleared.
Approximate distance to fault:
b-c-g fault is approximately 10.46 kn away h m Rover. approximate distance to
a-g fault is 20.76 km.

Conprison of results.

nie results do not match. This is most likely because the faults were not well
identified.

C.2 Conclusions
The discrepancies in the simulated data are mostly visible in cases where there are
zero sequence components of currents and voltages. It may be due to an over
estimation of the zero sequence mutual impedances of the line or due to an emor in the
data of conductor configuration itself.

Other factors giving rise to considerable differences in simulations would be, current
transformer saturation which is not modelled. The operating condition of the circuits
Pl and P2 which cannot be derived using the available recorded data. Also mis-

identification of the type and distance to fault. These problems could only be
overcome with some staged faults on the system.
The operating point was preset based on calculations done for a completely balanced

system. But since the voltage source had its own imbalance of phase angles, pre-fault
conditions simulated were not perfectiy the same as that of the recorded data.

